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Introduction and learning objectivesIntroduction and learning objectivesIntroduction and learning objectivesIntroduction and learning objectives

“Places” is the focal point of vocabulary in this course book. This is reflected in the 

texts chosen for the “Reading and understanding” section, and in the section “Express-

ing yourself”. As travelling and experiencing places are so much part and parcel of 

modern living, conversations and subject matter dealing with mobility, forms of trans-

port, locations and scenery, and even atmospheres are often central topics in newspapers 

and daily communication.

You will find that in both the “Reading and understanding section” and the section 

“Developing your wordpower”, the topic and vocabulary are divided into general and 

business sections respectively. In this way, as wide a range of vocabulary as possible 

is addressed.

The grammar section “Revising grammar” focuses on the present tenses and pronouns. 

It is designed for you to both practise these aspects of grammar, and revise and consoli-

date them. Although the section appears lengthy, you will be likely to cope with many 

of the exercises easily – they serve to refresh your grammar and to sort out the gaps you 

might still have.

The section which will benefit most from by reading aloud is “Expressing yourself”. 

Talking, actually mouthing the words, is an excellent way of training your mouth, lips 

and tongue in using English pronunciation. Even if (and perhaps, especially when) 

nobody is there to hear you, your spoken English will be more fluent for the practice it 

has had. The situations that are likely to be encountered at places, such as at a hotel, are 

taken as the starting point for introducing everyday language that is idiomatic, and not 

construed.

The “Writing” section sets out by discussing informal writing and moves on to formal 

letter writing, with the focus on business letters. Both American and British forms are 

introduced.

Listening without being in a position to see the speaker or speakers, nor having any 

other means of taking in the information other than listening to the voice requires great 

concentration – and practice. The CDs with the listening texts should be used to hear the 

language as it is used and, at the same time, to provide the opportunity to practice your 

own pronunciation.

The coursebook finishes with a section called “brain teasers”. It is designed for further 

practice and just for fun. 

We hope that you will not only profit from the contents of this course book, but that you 

will also find the time spent with the English language enjoyable.

After having worked through this coursebook thoroughly, you will be able to:

– read, understand and analyse advanced texts with both general and business content;

– identify and use nouns with confidence;

– distinguish commonly confused and closely related words more readily;

– distinguish nouns and use them effectively;

– use tenses of the present with greater awareness;

– employ all kinds of pronouns with confidence;

– express yourself idiomatically in various situations in public places;
Introduction/
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le
– write personal and formal business letters using accepted conventions in style and 

language;

– understand and note information gained orally.

About the author of this coursebook

During her studies in music at Rhodes University, Grahamstown, and Pretoria Univer-

sity, South Africa, where she was born, BERNICE FREY expanded her major subjects to 

incorporate Linguistics, English studies and the two languages German and Dutch into 

her curriculum. Soon after graduation, she intensified her knowledge by supplementing 

courses in business studies from the University of London. Her professional career after 

immigration to Germany included freelancing for AKAD from the very beginning, 

where she has since been involved in training AKAD students in the English language 

and related fields at intermediate (Cambridge First Certificate) to advanced levels 

(translator). She is also the author of testing and distance study material. Having headed 

the “Institut für Sprachdiplome” at AKAD until its incorporation into the seminar centre 

in Stuttgart, she subsequently was engaged at the AKAD Hochschulen in developing, 

co-ordinating and monitoring languages. BERNICE FREY now co-owns and manages an 

English language-service business, MSTLC.
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1111
Reading and understanding: PlacesReading and understanding: PlacesReading and understanding: PlacesReading and understanding: Places

The two texts focusing on places offer you the opportunity to discover more about how 

words work in context. While the first is of a general nature, the second has some degree 

of business content, including such terms as “productionline” or VAT. 

1.11.11.11.1
Italian holiday idyllItalian holiday idyllItalian holiday idyllItalian holiday idyll

For a start, simply read and enjoy the following excerpt from the first paragraphs of the 

book “Cooking with Fernet Branca” by JAMES HAMILTON-PATERSON. As described on 

the jacket, it is “a gleefully tasteless bad dream of modern Italy, told through the eyes of 

Gerald Samper – effete Englishman, culinary adventurer, and ghostwriter to the stars”. 

Read the text without a dictionary. After answering the questions which follow and 

checking your answers, you should be sufficiently well equipped to understand the text 

fully.

If you will insist on arriving at Pisa airport in the summer you will probably have 

to fight your way out of the terminal building past incoming sun-reddened Brits, 

snappish with clinking luggage. They are twenty minutes late for their Ryanair 

cheapo return to Stansted (“I said carry your sister’s bloody bag, Crispin, not 

drag it. If we miss this flight your life won’t be worth living …”). Ignoring them 

and once safely outside, you can retrieve your car in leisurely fashion from the 

long-term park and hit the northbound motorway following the “Genova” signs. 

Within a mere twenty minutes you are off again at the Viareggio exit. Don’t 

panic; you are not destined for the beach which stretches its tottering crop of sun 

umbrellas like poison-hued mushrooms for miles of unexciting coastline. No. 

You are heading safely inland through the little town of Camaiore.
Chapter 1
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Looking at meaning

Texts describe situations, people or places using vocabulary that says more about what 

the writer wishes to say than the actual lexical, i.e. dictionary meaning of the word 

suggests. The exercises below are meant to help you understand the full implication of 

words in context.

Q [1] Which of the following statements best describes the contents of the excerpt?

a) It is a description of British holiday-makers arriving in Italy.

b) It describes some of the scenery in Italy.

c) It describes the trip to the author’s house.

Q [4] Why are the Brits “sun-reddened”?

Abruptly the road starts to climb into the Apuan Alps: great crags and slopes 

thick with chestnut forest and peaks the colour of weathered marble – which is 

mostly what they are. After some tortuous hairpins you will come to the village 

of Casoli, whose apparent surliness is probably owing to its having watched 

outlying portions of itself disappear into the valley below every few years in 

winter landslides. Carry on through and up. More forest, broken at the hairpins 

by spectacular views. Restored stone houses with Alpine fripperies tacked on 

(shutters with heart-shaped holes) and Bavarian-registered BMWs parked out-

side. Keep going: the world is still sucking at your heels but you are leaving it 

behind. Up and up, until even the warbling blue Lazzi buses are deterred and 

turn round in a specially asphalted area. Not far beyond is what looks like a cart 

track. Follow this for a hundred metres and you will come upon an area known 

as Le Roccie and the house I have rashly bought. Even more rashly, I am trying 

to make it habitable while at the same time attempting to earn a living by writ-

ing a commissioned book too ludicrous for further mention. The view, though, 

is amazing. As we British are so fond of saying, the three most important things 

about a house are Position, Position and Position. (For some reason, Americans 

call it “location”.) The British say this with a wise smile, as if imparting an orig-

inal insight culled from years of experience and reflection rather than repeating 

a stale piece of businessman’s wisdom they have heard in a dozen pubs. What-

ever you think of this particular house, you have to admit it’s got Position com-

ing out of its ears. Apart from a portion of stone roof barely visible through the 

trees some way off, there is solitude in every direction.

You’re not tired from your journey? Well, I am; so I set about preparing a little 

something suited to what will be the grand panorama from the terrace once the 

prehistoric privy overhanging the gulf has been removed. Great swathes of 

mountainside. Between them, lots of blue air with circling buzzards and a dis-

tant view of Viareggio and the sea. On a clear day, the small island of Gorgona 

is visible; on a really clear day, I’m told, Corsica. …

Taken from “Cooking with Fernet Branca”
by JAMES HAMILTON-PATERSON, 2004
Chapter 1
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Q [16]What does the word “snappish” say about the mood of the tourists?

Q [7]“Hue” is another word for colour or shade. 

So “poison-hued mushrooms” means 

mushrooms with a colour that indicates 

that they are poisonous. What colour(s) do 

the umbrellas probably have?

Q [12]“You are heading safely inland …”: what does “safely” suggest in this context?

Q [24]“apparent surliness”: taking into account that “surly” means “bad-tempered and rude”, 

what does the village probably look like?

a) dirty and dusty

b) quiet and peaceful

c) uninviting and uninteresting

Q [33]What does “Bavarian-registered BMWs” tell the reader about the persons living in “the 

restored stone houses”?

a) that they have unsuitable cars

b) that their sole purpose is to impress

c) that they are not Italian

Q [21]“The world is still sucking at your heels”. What does this mean? (A clue can be found as 

the sentence continues: “but you are leaving it behind”)

Q [47]“a commissioned book too ludicrous for further mention”. Why would a book that is 

commissioned, i.e. that he has been asked to write, be described this way?

Q [36]“Position, Position and Position”: what do you think the purpose is of repeating this 

twice, and using capital letters?

Q [30]“The British say this with a wise smile, as if imparting an original insight culled from 

years of experience and reflection rather than repeating a stale piece of businessman’s 

wisdom they have heard in a dozen pubs.”

This sentence means that the British say this with a wise smile, as if

a) they have experienced this themselves and not as if they are simply saying what they 

have heard experienced businessmen saying privately.

b) they do not quite know whether this is true, but think it sounds impressive.

c) they know what they are talking about, as they believe what the businessmen in pubs 

say.
Chapter 1
å EN541
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Q [10] “It’s got Position coming out of its ears” means

a) its position is not worth mentioning

b) its position is very bad

c) there is too much emphasis on its position

d) its position is excellent

Q [19] When Gerald Samper sets about “preparing a little something”, what is he about to do? 

Q [39] “blue air”: what does the writer want to express by calling the air “blue”?

Q [28] Please use the following words taken from the text, “Cooking with Fernet Branca”, to 

replace the underlined words in the passage below.

As Jim came out of the house, he saw Janet once again getting into the car in her head-

strong way, without even stopping to rescue the expensive silk scarf that had slipped off 

her shoulders onto the path. Her agitation was obvious.

“You are going away again, aren’t you?”, he remarked, caught between anger and sor-

row, recalling the feeling of loneliness which he knew always surrounded him when she 

left, even if it was for only a few days. In his mind’s eye, he could see the winding 

bends, the wonderful scenery she would pass by, and he remembered the group of 

breathtakingly designed villas she would always comment on as they drove by.

a mere

crop

hairpins

rashly

retrieve

solitude

spectacular views

swathed

visible

you are off again
Chapter 1
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1.21.21.21.2
Home buildingHome buildingHome buildingHome building

The following text deals with the topic private house building in the UK. Below the text, 

there are 6 single-choice questions, which require that you reread the text to find the 

correct answer.

Forget Wimpey and Barrat. Britain’s major home building companies are fac-

ing increasing competition from the general public as more and more people all 

over the country are building their own homes.

Projects where homebuyers become their own property company, building 

from scratch on a piece of land, or renovating a run-down city shambles, now 

account for the biggest single slice of new housing action. At around 20,000 

homes a year (one in eight new residential properties) the figure is roughly 

equal to the two biggest home building firms put together.

It is not just that self-building is claimed to cost 20% to 30% less than a new 

home from a developer, there is also a greater choice on offer. Instead of pro-

duction-line boxes which look exactly like all the other houses in the street, as 

long as you fit in with planning rules, you can have just what you want. Admit-

tedly, most private home builders choose standard designs which are easier to 

sell in the future, but there are those who go for an energy-saving ecological 

project while others go mad with huge open-room plans, glass walls and sunken 

baths.

North of the Border and in the southern part of Ireland, rural self-building has 

been popular for a long time. Both Scotland and Eire have plenty of land, so the 

first essential – the building plot – is reasonably priced. Estimates suggest that 

the average price of a lot of land in these parts of the country is £35,000 com-

pared with £98,000 in most of England and Wales. Plots in south-east England
Chapter 1
å EN541
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Q [2] Now please answer the following questions. Only one answer is correct in each case.

1. The writer suggests that

a) most British people buy their houses from well-known companies.

b) the building firm called Wimpey is in direct competition to the firm Barrat.

c) hardly anyone is building houses in Britain at the moment.

d) many private individuals are building their own houses.

2. According to the writer, 

a) Wimpey and Barrat are building more new houses than ever before.

b) Wimpey and Barrat have merged.

c) private individuals are building and renovating as much property as Wimpey and 

Barrat put together.

d) private builders can get help from consultants at Wimpey and Barrat.

can start at six figures. For the committed city-dweller, recent VAT changes 

now make it more worthwhile renovating urban property which has been empty 

for at least ten years. These changes can bring savings of around £5,000 on the 

typical project.

Once people have made up their minds to build themselves, it takes around 

six months to get things underway: finding finance, choosing a plot, obtaining 

planning permission and finding contractors. Those who sell their present 

homes to pay for a self-build project have to find temporary accommodation 

until the new house is ready. Many people choose to live in caravans on site 

while the work is in progress.

Will Smith of Homebuilding and Renovating Inc. advises that anyone who 

lacks patience or stamina should give up the idea of building their own home. 

“Unforeseen problems always crop up, making it take longer than you think. On 

top of that, self-building will take more out of you psychologically than you’d 

ever imagine,” he says. “Even though some people do manage to move in after 

twelve months, realistically you need to budget two years of your life to the 

building of a new home.”

It is also of prime importance to work out how much you can afford. The budget 

is the most vital part of the self-build package. Many leading banks and build-

ing societies are now willing to lend on self-build schemes or renovations. 

Some companies will lend from the ground up, releasing a payment as soon as 

you have negotiated a plot. Others expect more to be done before they will hand 

over the first payment. Whatever, self-build mortgages can be more expensive 

since there is greater need to monitor progress. On top of this, all banks and 

building societies require a deposit. This can be anything from 5% to 25% of 

the expected value of the finished home.

Taken from: Business English Certificate 3, Higher, Practice Book,
ISOBEL WILLIAMS, pp.24–25
Chapter 1
å EN541
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3. The writer says that

a) it is more expensive to build a house privately than to buy one from a building 

firm.

b) some people who build their own home incorporate unique features into the 

design.

c) some people prefer to buy a ready-made house which they fit together on site.

d) people can sell home-built houses for a good price.

4. The writer says that

a) it is cheaper to build in Wales than in England.

b) land in south-east England is not expensive.

c) the most reasonably priced land is to be found in Scotland and Ireland.

d) renovating a town house is the cheapest option.

5. What advice is given?

a) Private builders should accept that things may not always run smoothly.

b) No one should sell the house they are living in until their new home is ready.

c) Private builders should try to complete their house as quickly as possible.

d) People who build their own homes should get help in planning their budget.

6. What is said about financing a private house-building project?

a) Banks and building societies are sceptical about lending money to private builders.

b) Private builders can borrow up to 25% of the costs of building.

c) Money borrowed for private building projects can cost more than other types of 

loans.

d) Banks and building societies can help with planning a budget.
Chapter 1
å EN541
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Developing your wordpowerDeveloping your wordpowerDeveloping your wordpowerDeveloping your wordpower

2.12.12.12.1
Noun endings -ion, -or; adjective endings -iveNoun endings -ion, -or; adjective endings -iveNoun endings -ion, -or; adjective endings -iveNoun endings -ion, -or; adjective endings -ive

Q [40] Please complete the table below by filling in the respective noun, noun (person) and 

adjective. You will mostly (but not always) be able to use the -ion ending for the nouns 

and the -or or -er ending for the persons. Use your dictionary only when it is essential.

root verbroot verbroot verbroot verb nounnounnounnoun noun (person)noun (person)noun (person)noun (person) adjectiveadjectiveadjectiveadjective

act action actor (in)active

affect affection – affective

appreciate

argue argument – argumentative

attend

attract

collect

communicate

compare comparison

compete

conclude

conserve

construct

co-operate

decide

defend defence defender defensive

describe

effect effect

expand

explode

express

extend

imagine

imitiate

impress

include

instruct
Chapter 2
å EN541
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Q [45]Using a word from the list above, please fill in the correct form of the word in each gap 

to complete the instructions from the manager to his personnel.

“Considering the -------- (decide) that need to be taken, it is essential that 

we take quick -------- (act), so that the -------- (effect) is as 

advantageous as possible. Great -------- (attend) must be paid to detail, for 

at all costs we should avoid creating the -------- (impress) of not having 

sufficient -------- (object). At the same time, we should remain ----

---- (sense) to the issue, and ensure that -------- (product) remains 

optimal to encourage ready -------- (receive) on the part of the staff. This 

would pave the way for -------- (impress) figures for the future.”

2.22.22.22.2
Commonly confused wordsCommonly confused wordsCommonly confused wordsCommonly confused words

There are many English words that have more or less the same meaning, and which 

often are given the same lexical translation, but with which the range of meaning may 

be different to the German. The following exercises, which you will find continued 

throughout the course, are designed to help you choose the right word in context, when 

you have to decide between closely related words. 

In all the exercises in this section which follow, please choose the correct word or phrase 

from those given and put the verbs into the correct tense if necessary. Each word should 

be used only once, unless more than one possibility is indicated (or …). Ensure that you 

choose the right form of the word in context.

invent

object

offend

operate

permit

possess

prevent

produce

protect

receive

reflect

represent

reproduce

select

sense sensation; sensor (in)sensitive; 
sensational

spend

root verbroot verbroot verbroot verb nounnounnounnoun noun (person)noun (person)noun (person)noun (person) adjectiveadjectiveadjectiveadjective
Chapter 2
å EN541
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2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1
discover – find – find out – get to know – know – meetdiscover – find – find out – get to know – know – meetdiscover – find – find out – get to know – know – meetdiscover – find – find out – get to know – know – meet

All these terms denote engaging with someone or something, encountering someone or 

something. 

Q [8] 1. Do you ------- Jack Miller? – Yes, we ------- at the convention 

last week.

2. I’m not going to tell you who is responsible. You can ------- for yourself.

3. Have you ------- the papers the boss was asking about? – No, I myself did 

not, but John ------- them next to the copier. Strange that they were there, 

isn’t it?

4. They ------- each other at the canteen, and now they’re getting married.

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2
achieve – beat – earn – gain – winachieve – beat – earn – gain – winachieve – beat – earn – gain – winachieve – beat – earn – gain – win

You certainly know how to use “win” as in sentences such as: They won the match by 

five goals to two. Or how to use “beat” as in: They beat the other team by five goals to 

one. But what about the other three words? In order to judge whether you can apply 

them correctly, please fill in the gaps in the exercise which follows by choosing one of 

the five expressions. The words may need to be chosen more than once and the forms of 

the words be adapted (e.g. earned, earning).

Q [25] 1. -------- your living requires really hard work in any country, no matter 

how developed it is.

2. The job will help you -------- experience and will help towards ---

----- your ambition to -------- a lot of money.

3. In -------- the race, the marathon runner also -------- the 

record time.
Chapter 2
å EN541
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4. They were not able to -------- their 

target of a 15% sales increase.

5. When the country -------- its 

independence, it had many problems to solve.

6. The president’s handling of the problems 

-------- him wide recognition.

7. You have really worked hard and have 

certainly -------- your holiday.

2.2.32.2.32.2.32.2.3
enjoy – matter – mind – prefer – would like – would ratherenjoy – matter – mind – prefer – would like – would ratherenjoy – matter – mind – prefer – would like – would ratherenjoy – matter – mind – prefer – would like – would rather

For these words, it is important to remember what verb takes the gerund, the infinitive, 

or another form. Fill in the appropriate word to check on this. Some words might need 

to be chosen more than once.

Q [42]1. James -------- shopping in the High Street. He -------- shop 

there than in the big supermarkets closer by.

2. -------- you -------- keeping an eye on the washing machine 

while I am out? It sometimes tends to lose water.

3. Generally, I -------- eating at home after a long day’s work, but this 

evening I -------- to go out to dinner.

4. What -------- you -------- for dinner this evening? – I --

------ have pasta, if you don’t --------. But if you are tired of 

eating pasta every evening, it doesn’t --------. I’m happy with anything 

else.

5. I -------- shopping at the village green to taking the car to the new shop-

ping mall. For one thing, I -------- talking to the people at the stalls. 

Their produce costs a bit more, but I don’t -------- that. I ------

---- do that than have to drive for half an hour. Time -------- as 

well as money.
Chapter 2
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2.2.42.2.42.2.42.2.4
remark – say – speak – talk – tellremark – say – speak – talk – tellremark – say – speak – talk – tellremark – say – speak – talk – tell

All these words express making oneself heard. Both remarkremarkremarkremark and say say say say can be used intransi-

tively. 

“I do not like vegetables,” she remarked/said. 

Both can be used with “that”: 

James Bond remarked/said that he was the best thing that had ever happened to the country.

Both speakspeakspeakspeak and talktalktalktalk are used as follows: to speak/talk (about sth) to someone.

Maria spoke/talked about her experience to Jack.

TellTellTellTell is used as follows: to tell s.o. something.

Maria told Jack about her experience.

Q [5] Please close the gaps by choosing one word each remark – say – speak – talk – tell, 

taking care to choose the appropriate form. Each word may be used twice only.

When Jim Beam met Jack Daniels recently, he -------- to him about his 

new business venture, -------- him that it had got off the ground very well. 

While Jack listened carefully to what Jim was --------, he could not help 

thinking that his friend Jim tended to -------- too much. Nevertheless, he 

was reluctant to interrupt his enthusiastic account. During a short break in the flow of 

the story, Jack took the opportunity to -------- that he himself had had some 

good fortune recently. “-------- me about it,” -------- Jim 

surprisingly. Without waiting for further encouragement, Jack -------- 

about his recent windfall from a distant relative. Though Jim did not interrupt once, but 

listened intently, Jack could not help ending his recount by --------: “By 

the way, what I have been wanting to point out for a long time now, Jim, you simply 

-------- too much.
Chapter 2
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2.2.52.2.52.2.52.2.5
lone – sole – single – uniquelone – sole – single – uniquelone – sole – single – uniquelone – sole – single – unique

All these words can mean one as distinguished from two or more or all others. A possi-

ble synonym in most cases is “only”.

Q [27]Please match the words in italics in the sentence with the definitions given after the sen-

tences.

1. Spinning constituted the lone industry of the community.

2. Your conscience must be the sole judge in this case.

3. That was the greatest single thing that had ever happened to her.

4. This is yet another example of the unique character of the English conquest.

a) not accompanied or supported by, or combined or united with, another

b) the only one that exists, that acts, that has power or relevance, or that is to be or 

should be considered

c) the only one of its kind in existence

d) not only single, but also separated or isolated from others of its kind

2.32.32.32.3
Business vocabularyBusiness vocabularyBusiness vocabularyBusiness vocabulary

General vocabulary is not reserved exclusively for “general” situations, but must be 

mastered in any situation, including business situations. Commonly, typical business 

vocabulary is used primarily, but not only, in business situations, although, of course, it 

is most likely to be employed there. Think of such terms as “allow” or “permit” or 

“enable”, or “deal with” and “deal in”, all of which are more than likely to be encoun-

tered in general conversation, in a newspaper article, at a symposium, but, of course, 

frequently in business situations.

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1
advise – warnadvise – warnadvise – warnadvise – warn

AdviseAdviseAdviseAdvise has two meanings: 

1. to suggest: We advise you to take legal action immediately.

2. to inform: You will be sent a notice to advise you of the venue of the forthcoming meeting.

The noun is adviceadviceadviceadvice, which can also mean “notification”:

They are seeking legal advice about the incident.
Advice of delivery has been sent.

WarnWarnWarnWarn is used to tell someone about a possible danger:

The bank warned me of possible steps should I overdraw my account once again.
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The noun is warningwarningwarningwarning, and can also be used to mean 

“advance notification”:

Before you send off the order, please give me adequate warn-
ing. 
A government warning advising of possible health hazards 
must be printed on every cigarette packet.

2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2
agree – acceptagree – acceptagree – acceptagree – accept

Both these verbs can be followed by “that”.

Mr Williams agreed that the core time (Kernzeit) should be extended by two hours.
While Mr Jones also accepted that this was a good idea, he warned that a two-hour extension would 
mean consultation with the works council (Betriebsrat).

AgreeAgreeAgreeAgree has a number of possible meanings:

to agree (with sb) (about/on sth)/(with sth):to agree (with sb) (about/on sth)/(with sth):to agree (with sb) (about/on sth)/(with sth):to agree (with sb) (about/on sth)/(with sth): to have the same opinion as sb; to say you have 

the same opinion.

Mr Brown: “I think the core time should be extended by two hours.”
Mr Williams: “I agree.”

Mr Williams could also have said:

“I agree with you, Mr Brown.” OR “I agree with your idea.” OR “I agree with you about/on that 
point.”

The conversation could have continued:

Mr Jones: “I also agree with you, but remember that the works council needs to be consulted. Can we 
agree on that point?”

The noun from agreeagreeagreeagree is agreementagreementagreementagreement.

The committee reached agreement on many points.
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AcceptAcceptAcceptAccept is often followed by a noun:

We accept the proposed amendments (Ergänzungen).

AcceptAcceptAcceptAccept is commonly used with

– an invitation

– an offer

– a price

– a risk

– a suggestion

The noun is acceptanceacceptanceacceptanceacceptance: 

Please indicate your acceptance by signing on the dotted line.

Q [13]Which verbs advise, warn, agree, accept can be used with the following combinations? 

Insert the corresponding verb in the first column.

acceptacceptacceptaccept a billa billa billa bill

about non-payment

of definite date of delivery

on acceptable conditions

that quality has suffered

that the payment was overdue

the company of possible disadvantages

the company of shipping conditions

the modifications

the quoted price

the suggestion that has been made

to differ

to go ahead

with my estimate

your conclusion
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2.3.32.3.32.3.32.3.3
allow – permit – let – enableallow – permit – let – enableallow – permit – let – enableallow – permit – let – enable

These verbs are similar but vary slightly in meaning.

AllowAllowAllowAllow and permitpermitpermitpermit can be followed by an object, and/or with a verb and another object: 

Until only recently, the company would not allow/permit the use of mobile phones on the premises.
An internet link allows company executives access to specialist legal advice.

AllowAllowAllowAllow is also used to politely introduce what you want to say:

I agree. However, allow me to point out that there are a number of considerations to be made. 

To allow forTo allow forTo allow forTo allow for means to include extra time or money, etc to be able to deal with them:

There is going to be heavy traffic this afternoon, so allow for time for the taxi to get to the airport on 
time.

The noun from allowallowallowallow is allowanceallowanceallowanceallowance.

To enableTo enableTo enableTo enable means to make something possible, and allowallowallowallow can also be used in this sense:

Pan-European ads allow/enable a huge market to be addressed.

All three verbs allowallowallowallow, permitpermitpermitpermit and enableenableenableenable must be followed by a personal object before an 

infinitive.

allows
The employment of a call center permits us to satisfy customer requirements.

enables

The noun from “enable” is enablementenablementenablementenablement.

With letletletlet, the object is followed by an infinitive without “to”:

Until only recently, the company would not let people use mobile phones on the premises.
Please let me know the time of your arrival.

Q [17] Please use the verbs

only once each to fill the gaps in the following letter.

Dear Margret

Many thanks for your suggestion, which will certainly prove of great value. 

However, -------- make one point: we have to -------- 

some obstacles, as the envisaged market is not yet sophisticated enough to -

------- us to find ready access there. Added to that, it is not certain 

that the customs authorities would -------- entry, as similar goods 

have been confiscated in recent months.

How about our sitting down to discuss the matter, so that we can find a way 
to ------ us to follow your suggestion, while taking these points into 
consideration? -------- me know when this will suit you.

David

allow

allow for

allow me to

enable

let

permit
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2.3.42.3.42.3.42.3.4
cancel – postpone – delay – extendcancel – postpone – delay – extendcancel – postpone – delay – extendcancel – postpone – delay – extend

When you cancelcancelcancelcancel an event or arrangement, you decide that it will now not take place.

They have cancelled the order for the chips as they say that they no longer need them.

The noun is cancellationcancellationcancellationcancellation.

When you postponepostponepostponepostpone something, you reschedule it, i.e. you decide that it will take place 

at a later time than originally planned.

As some committee members could not be present at the meeting, it was postponed for two weeks.

The noun is postponementpostponementpostponementpostponement.

DelayDelayDelayDelay implies that something does not occur at the given time, and implies waiting.

The flight was delayed by two hours for technical reasons, so John arrived late.

The noun is delaydelaydelaydelay.

This delay meant that the meeting had to be postponed.

To extendextendextendextend means to prolong for a period of time.

He had to extend his visa for another three months as a business opportunity arose.

It can also mean to increase in space or volume.

The company has plans to extend its sales region to include Tibet.

The noun is extensionextensionextensionextension. 

2.3.52.3.52.3.52.3.5
check – control – monitorcheck – control – monitorcheck – control – monitorcheck – control – monitor

All three verbs imply ensuring that something is correct, or that a task is performed cor-

rectly or satisfactorily, or is making progress.

While the implication of check check check check is covered by this definition, controlcontrolcontrolcontrol also implies power 

and domination. MonitorMonitorMonitorMonitor, on the other hand, implies regularity, i.e. that the progress of a 

task is checked regularly.

Here are some expressions including these verbs:

P checkcheckcheckcheck

to double-checkdouble-checkdouble-checkdouble-check – to ensure that a task, operation or that information is correct

to keep/hold sth. in checkkeep/hold sth. in checkkeep/hold sth. in checkkeep/hold sth. in check – to try to limit undesirable effect

The government has been trying to keep inflation in check, but it is still running at 5%.

P controlcontrolcontrolcontrol

in control of:in control of:in control of:in control of: control

under control:under control:under control:under control: is controlled

beyond our control:beyond our control:beyond our control:beyond our control: not able to be controlled

self-control:self-control:self-control:self-control: control over one’s actions
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Q [32] Please use one of the words listed below to complete this text. You might need to 

change the form of the verbs (e.g. cancelling, cancelled).

The meeting had been called for the end of the month to discuss how best to ----

---- progress of the project, set up to review --------. However, due 

to there being a -------- in the project’s second phase, the meeting had been 

-------- for a week. This fact gave John time to -------- the 

relevant information, see whether the project as such was --------, and con-

sider whether an -------- of the project would be necessary.

The -------- of the meeting was the ideal opportunity to do so.

Before the meeting, which, once again, was -------- by two hours, due to 

Mac’s flight being -------- and his having to come by train instead, John 

was able to -------- that another --------, which would be 

needed for his video presentation, was available.

The meeting finally got under way at 11 a.m. Karl-Heinz, true to character, sauntered in 

at 11.22, and John had to maintain his -------- and not make that sarcastic 

remark which was on the tip of his tongue.

During the course of the meeting, Pedro asked whether a -------- of the 

project was not the best course to take. This led to a heated discussion, but John duly 

showed that he was -------- the situation by making it quite clear that, at 

best, -------- the timescale of the project would be considered to include 

any unforeseeable obstacles which were -------- of those involved. He 

explained that while costs needed to be --------, or more specifically, --

------, and external -------- installed, this project was of vital sig-

nificance for the company.

beyond the control

cancel

cancellation

check

control

controls

delay

delay (noun)

double-check

extend

extension

hold in check

in control of

monitor

monitor (noun) 

postpone

postponement

quality control

self-control

under control
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3333
Revising grammarRevising grammarRevising grammarRevising grammar

Before you decide to skip this section – stop! No doubt after years of schooling, or other 

language training, and possibly often being frustrated, or at least bored, with endless 

grammar rules, how about considering the following thought? The grammar rules are 

designed to make the use of the language understandable. They have no value in them-

selves. In other words, why does an English person say “I am sitting here” or “I am 

going to London next week”, but “I sit here because I work best at this desk” or “I go to 

London once a year”, whereas the German speaker will consistently say “Ich sitze hier”, 

“Nächste Woche reise ich nach London”, and also “Ich sitze hier, weil ich an diesem 

Schreibtisch am besten arbeite” and “Ich reise einmal im Jahr nach London”? Rules are 

designed in order to explain the use of the continuous form in the first two English 

example sentences.

However, at this rather advanced stage, you certainly have chewed through the rules 

numerous times, and possibly mostly apply them correctly. So what we will do here is 

give you the opportunity to have another look at the English language as it is used, gain 

new insights, and provide you with practice exercises. The rules are therefore set out 

briefly and explicitly, and will serve to explain those points that may not make sense to 

you, that you might have forgotten, or perhaps, may never have known.

3.13.13.13.1
The tenses of the present and the present perfectThe tenses of the present and the present perfectThe tenses of the present and the present perfectThe tenses of the present and the present perfect

Please read the text that follows, in which certain tenses and forms of the present have 

been printed in italics. The text is about a planned building project in Moscow, thus 

about future events, and this is why it makes frequent use of the “will-future” form. 

Nevertheless, tenses of the present are used.

Moscow tower complex set to rival Paris Moscow tower complex set to rival Paris Moscow tower complex set to rival Paris Moscow tower complex set to rival Paris 
and London in designand London in designand London in designand London in design
by DAVID HOLLEY

For centuries, Red Square and the 

Kremlin have been the heart of Mos-

cow. But a 21st-century downtown is 

rising, with skyscrapers set to reshape 

the image of Europe’s largest city. 

The $10 billion “Moskva-City” com-

plex of offices, hotels, apartments, res-

taurants, shops and entertainment cen-

tres will feature about 25 highrises, including at least seven buildings taller than 

any others in Europe.

Dominating the site will be the 612 m Russia Tower, which will be one of the 

tallest buildings in the world and is due for completion by 2012. By compari-
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son, New York’s Empire State Building is 443 m tall, including its lightning 

rod. The rest of the centre is scheduled to open in 2009 and 2010.

Capital officials have been working on the Moskva-City project since 1990, but 

few took it seriously until the turn of the century. Fuelled by an oil boom in 

Russia’s economy, the 60 hectare site is now a place of frenzied construction.

“When I started doing this in 1990, Moscow shops had nothing on their 

counters,” said Iosif Ordzhonikidze, the deputy mayor.

“The country lived very poorly. After the break-up of the Soviet Union, 

hotspots emerged and refugees came to Moscow. In 1991, when I said we will 

be building this Moskva-City and showed the first drawings, nobody would 

believe it.”

“One purpose of the project is to keep the demand for office space from driving 

other activities out of central Moscow,” said Gennady Sirota, the head of the 

city agency that designed the complex situated on the banks of the Moscow 

River 4 km from the Kremlin.

“Russia is very rapidly getting integrated into the outside world,” Sirota said. 

“Naturally, the living function of the centre of the city gradually began to be 

replaced by office functions. Moscow was faced with the task to create a busi-

ness centre analogous to La Defense in Paris or Canary Wharf in London.”

The site, also known as the Moscow International Business Centre, is divided 

into 20 plots on which Russian and foreign investors are putting up buildings 

designed by their own architects but co-ordinated with Sirota’s office.

“The design of the entire complex is very high level … much higher level than 

La Defense or Canary Wharf,” said Frank Williams, a New York based archi-

tect whose company is working with a Russian company on the 380 m Mercury 

City Tower.

The Russia Tower will taper like a pyramid, and some of the other skyscrapers 

will have curved exteriors or outer walls leaning at an angle.

The 217 m Wedding Palace Tower, a multifunctional building that will provide 

the service implied by its name, is designed to twist dramatically as it rises.

The Moscow city government will move to the site, which also will boast an 

aqua park with indoor beach that can be used even in the bleakest winters.

“Until 1998, not a single investor believed it was possible,” Ordzhonikidze said.

“Now one space plot in the complex costs a minimum of $300 million. So the 

idea was materialised. Naturally, everybody who took part in it, including 

myself, feels great satisfaction.”

The complex, expected to draw 500,000 people a day, will have a large open 

plaza roughly the size of Red Square at its centre.

“We tried to create a situation where, after 6pm, this will not become a dead 

city like many business centres in the world, where doors get locked, people 

leave and the buildings stand there in the dark,” he said.
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Observation:

a) For centuries, Red Square and the Kremlin have been the heart of Moscow.

b) But a 21st-century downtown is rising.

c) The rest of the centre is scheduled to open in 2009 and 2010.

d) Capital officials have been working on the Moskva-City project since 1990.

e) Russia is very rapidly getting integrated into the outside world.

f) … foreign investors are putting up buildings designed by their own architects …

g) Frank Williams, a New York based architect whose company is working with a Rus-

sian company …

h) Now one space plot in the complex costs a minimum of $300 million. … Naturally, 

everybody who took part in it, including myself, feels great satisfaction.

i) The high-level design and grand scale of Moskva-City reflects the wealth that Russia 

enjoys from oil, natural gas and other resources.

j) The energy of cities goes through cycles

“We wanted our Moskva-City to work non-stop. A big number of shops will be 

open round the clock, and the aqua park will work until late.

“In summer, the Moscow River will be a transportation route practically the 

whole night.”

Space in the complex is divided into 60 percent for offices, 10 percent for 

hotels, 10 percent for apartments and 20 percent for shops, restaurants and the 

aqua park.

Direct rail lines will link the centre with two of Moscow’s airports, with one 

line due for completion in 2009 and the other in 2010. An eventual link to the 

third airport is also planned.

“You will be able to come here, check in your luggage, park your car, get 

through customs, get on the train and end up in the airplane,” Ordzhonikidze 

said.

An underground tunnel will link the complex to a nearby port on the river.

Goods will be unloaded there from barges, railway cars or trucks and loaded on 

to unpiloted capsules set on rails to be brought through the tunnel, which links 

to elevators opening in the basements of all the highrise towers.

Floodlights will bathe the towers in colours at night.

“The high-level design and grand scale of Moskva-City reflects the wealth that 

Russia enjoys from oil, natural gas and other resources,” Williams said. 

“The energy of cities goes through cycles,” he said.

“This is Moscow’s time.”

Los Angeles Times, printed in the Sunday Independent, 12 August 2007
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Looking at the sentences above, which are quoted from the text, you will find that four 

different tenses or forms are used:

– simple present: infinitive form of verb (reflects)

– present continuous: is, are + present participle (is rising)

– present perfect: have, has + past participle (have been)

– present perfect continuous: have, has + been + present participle (have been working)

Q [29] Please complete the table by putting the tenses in the remaining 9 quoted sentences into 

the relevant correct box… (Sentence “a” has already been done as an example.) This 

will give you an overview of how these tenses of the present are used.

verb formverb formverb formverb form expressesexpressesexpressesexpresses sentencesentencesentencesentence

simple present – a habit
– a fact that is always true, not an 

activity
– a state
– information for timetables and 

schedules

present
continuous

– an activity, development or activ-
ity taking place at present time 
only

– a temporary situation
– an activity or situation that is true 

now, but is not necessarily hap-
pening at the moment of speaking

– a planned future arrangement

present perfect – an activity which started in past 
time, but continues to the present 
point in time

a) For centuries, Red Square and the 
Kremlin have been the heart of 
Moscow.

present perfect 

continuous

– an activity that started in the past 
and is continuing now, especially 
for repeated actions or continuous 
actions
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Remember that the following verbs are not normally used in the continuous form (state 

or stative verbs):

– verbs of the senses, e.g. see, hear, smell, notice, recognise

– verbs of emotion, e.g. want, desire, refuse, forgive, wish, care, love, hate, adore, like, 

dislike

– verbs of thinking, e.g. think (= to express an opinion), feel (= to think), realise, 

understand, know, mean, suppose, believe, expect, remember, recollect, forget, 

recall, trust (= to believe), mind

– verbs showing possession, e.g. own, owe, belong, possess, have (own)

– other verbs expressing states, e.g. seem, appear (= seem), signify, contain, consist, 

keep (= continue), concern, matter 

However, some of these verbs can be used in the continuous, when they do not express 

their original meaning (e.g. think = ponder, love = enjoy.)

I am just loving this holiday.

Q [22]Fill the gaps by using the verb in the continuous form whenever appropriate.

1. John --------- (be) a bachelor and --------- (live) in 

Woodstock for most of his life. When you --------- (visit) him in the 

evening, you are most likely to find that he --------- (drink) a glass of 

good red wine while reading one of the newest prize-winning novels. He certainly is 

a man of taste and --------- (be not likely) to give up his way of life 

easily. One thing I must say about him is that he --------- (always 

listen) to the excellent collection of music he --------- (possess), and 

would never dream of using earphones. What volume! I --------- 

(remember) once broaching the subject and asked him to turn down the volume, and 

though I --------- (believe) he had every good intention when he said 

he would, he simply --- (keep) forgetting to do so, if you know what I ---- 

(mean).

2. Recently we’ve --------- (hear) a lot about companies that -----

---- (refuse) to cooperate with their works council. I --------- 

(believe) this is short-sighted, but it appears that they --------- (be not 

prepared) to reconsider their attitude.

3. We ------ (have) offices in most European capitals and -------- 

(think) of opening another in Budapest shortly. I --------- (believe) this 

will help us to improve our performance in Hungary. At the same time, we ----

----- (try) to do better in Romania and Poland but ------- (doubt) 

whether this will be possible in the near future.

I --------- (confirm) that I --------- (spend) a couple of 

weeks in Germany later this year and will be able to meet you in Berlin shortly before 

Christmas. In the meanwhile I --------- (send) you our latest report on 

the situation in Eastern Europe. If you --------- (need) any further 

information please let me know.
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Q [9] For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning 

to the original sentence, but using the word given in brackets. The word given must not 

be altered in any way.

Example: There are fifty litres of petrol in the tank. (contains)
The tank contains fifty litres of petrol.

1. The company intends to expand its business in Italy. (thinking)

----------------------------------

2. The projected increase in sales forms the subject of the report. (concerns)

----------------------------------

3. The doctor is looking at the X-ray. (having)

----------------------------------

4. When I see my sister I always remember my childhood. (reminded)

----------------------------------

5. This jacket is the wrong size for me. (fit)

----------------------------------
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3.23.23.23.2
PronounsPronounsPronounsPronouns

As the name suggests, pronouns (pro = for) are used in place of, i.e. instead of, nouns or 

noun phrases. 

3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1
Personal pronounsPersonal pronounsPersonal pronounsPersonal pronouns

When a pronoun is the subject of the verb in the sentence, the subjective, i.e. nomina-

tive form is used. These personal pronouns are:

I, you, he, she, it, we, they.

Thus:

We are here. It is raining.

The objective form is used when the personal pronoun is the object of a verb. Such pro-

nouns are:

me, you, him, her, it, us, them.

Thus:

That gold bracelet belongs to her.

Q [35]Please convert the underlined nouns in the following sentences into personal pronouns.

1. Barbara and Mary often write e-mails to their friends.

2. He is meeting his business friends James and Brian tonight.

3. My wife and I enjoy living here.

4. The house belongs to my sister and me.

5. The guests enjoyed the meal very much.

Personal pronouns are used to refer to: 

– a preceding noun, 

– a following subject, 

– a preceding sentence, or 

– a following clause or sentence.

The two adverbs “there” and “so” have a special function in this context, the former 

(there) being used to refer to the subject which follows, while the latter (so) is used to 

refer to a preceding sentence.

Reference to a preceding nounReference to a preceding nounReference to a preceding nounReference to a preceding noun

Here are some examples of personal pronouns referring to a preceding noun:

Where is the gardener? He is here. (he refers to the noun “gardener”)
What has happened to the mother of the child? She has just left the room. (she refers to “mother [of the 
child]”)
Can you work this copier? I have no idea how it works. (it refers to “copier”)
Whose papers are these? They’re Tim’s. (they refers to “papers”) 

In all these cases, the persons or things have already been mentioned, so that their sex 

and number are known.
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However, if the sex and number of the persons or things are not known, it is used for 

persons and things in both the singular and plural.

Who’s on the phone? It’s your boss.
Who’s making such a commotion outside? – It’s the journalists about the corruption case.

Reference to a following subjectReference to a following subjectReference to a following subjectReference to a following subject

When the verb be is used, there is frequently used as a preparatory subject, thus

There are four people in the room.
Can you hear that noise? There is something in the pantry. 

On the other hand, if the real subject is an infinitive or a clause or expression on time, 

distance or weather, it is used. Look at the following examples:

It’s difficult to see the river from here. (infinitive: to see)
It’s to be noted that the takeover was successful. (clause: that the takeover was successful)
It’s five o’clock already. (expression of time)
It’s five kilometres from here to Blackheath. (expression of distance)
It’s really cold today. (expression of weather)

Reference to a preceding sentenceReference to a preceding sentenceReference to a preceding sentenceReference to a preceding sentence

So is used to refer to a preceding sentence after the following verbs:

hope, think, suppose, believe, say, be afraid

Look at the following examples, noting the way in which the negative forms are used:

Will he be able to help you? – I hope so.
Is the plane going to be delayed? – I hope not. (But not: *I don’t hope (so)*)
Can you make it to the meeting on time? – Yes, I think so.
Does he take sugar? – No, I think not./No, I don’t think so.
Will Jane be coming with us? – Yes, I suppose/believe so. No, I don’t suppose/believe so. I suppose/
believe not.
Is the CEO going to be involved in the debate? – Yes, he says so. No, he says not. 
Has Mary also been invited to the party? – Oh dear, I’m afraid so.
Will John be back at work soon? – No, I’m afraid not.
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The following verbs do not take a pronoun to refer to a preceding sentence:

forget, know, remember, tell, try, show.

There is also no pronoun in short answers after forms of

be, have, do

and after

be, become, remain, seem

to represent an adjective or a noun.

Look at these examples:

What time is Jack expected to arrive? – I don’t know.
His brother is from Italy. – Yes, I know.
Are you going to the theatre tonight? – Yes, I am. 

Reference to a following clause or infinitiveReference to a following clause or infinitiveReference to a following clause or infinitiveReference to a following clause or infinitive

It is used to refer to a clause or infinitive to follow, after the verbs

think, find, consider, believe (in the sense of “be of the opinion”)

Other verbs do not take a pronoun to refer to a future clause or infinitive.

Observe these sentences:

The doctor finds it difficult to cope with difficult patients.
Rebecca believes it a good thing to get up early, even on Sundays.

Q [31]Complete the following sentences if necessary.

1. Marchant and Michaels have gone bankrupt. If your partner does not know ---, 

you had better tell --- him.

2. Are you going to be starting work early tomorrow? – Yes, I am ---.

3. As soon as I hear about ---, I’ll let you know ---.

4. Is he really turning eighty next week? – No, I don’t think ---.

5. My partner was disappointed and I was no less ---.

6. Can you manage --- to see Mr Jones before 4 o’clock.

7. She thought --- better to remain seated.

8. Shall I give him my notes? He seems to have misplaced his. – Yes, please ---.

9. Don’t you remember --- how to transfer a call? Try --- again or let me 

show --- you.

10. There must be something wrong with this copier. Why didn’t you tell --- me? – 

Oh, I forgot ---.
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3.2.23.2.23.2.23.2.2
Reflexive and reciprocal pronounsReflexive and reciprocal pronounsReflexive and reciprocal pronounsReflexive and reciprocal pronouns

These pronouns show that the action of the verb affects the person or persons involved 

in the activity.

The reflexive pronounsThe reflexive pronounsThe reflexive pronounsThe reflexive pronouns

These are myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves.

Reflexive pronouns are used in two ways: 

1. to express that the subject and object of an action are the same person. 

He cut himself.
Jane and Frank blamed themselves for the oversight.

2. as emphasising pronouns

The president himself attended the conference.
Joanna herself wrote the minutes of the meeting.
OR: Joanna wrote the minutes of the meeting herself.
James went to Frankfurt himself.
OR: James himself went to Frankfurt.
I spoke to the chairman himself.
BUT: I myself spoke to the chairman.

The reciprocal pronounsThe reciprocal pronounsThe reciprocal pronounsThe reciprocal pronouns

These pronouns are used for mutual (beiderseitig) or reciprocal (gegenseitig) actions or 

feelings. The reciprocal pronouns are each other and one another respectively. This 

means that each other is frequently used when two persons or things cooperate or recip-

rocate, and one another, when the action is common to all members of a group. (How-

ever, this distinction is not always strictly observed.)

Thus:

Minna and Kathrina loved each other like sisters.

BUT:

People who belong to the same company should try to cooperate with one another.

If no doubt is possible, the reciprocal pronoun is frequently dropped. 

Thus:

They met at the station.

rather than

They met each other at the station.

! Be careful of using “Denglish” forms such as:

*We’ll meet us next week*

Or: *We’ll see us ...* (It is: We’ll see each other.)
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Q [3]Please insert the correct personal, reciprocal or reflexive pronoun.

1. The president told me so ---------.

2. Peaches and cream go well with ---------.

3. All the members of this family love --------- very much.

4. The food is on the buffet. Please help --------- to whatever you like.

5. She is very puritanical and denies --------- any pleasure at all.

6. At Christmas we all buy presents for ---------.

7. I developed this plan ---------.

8. You needn’t help me. I can do this by ---------, thank you.

9. People should try to see --------- as others see them.

10. Mr Jones slipped on a banana skin but didn’t hurt ---------.

3.2.33.2.33.2.33.2.3
Possessive adjectives and pronounsPossessive adjectives and pronounsPossessive adjectives and pronounsPossessive adjectives and pronouns

Observe these sentences:

A tree loses its leaves in autumn.
Is this your pen? No, it’s theirs.
She went, swinging her bag in her hand.

(In these sentences, “its”, “your”, “her” are examples of possessive adjectives and 

“theirs” is a possessive pronoun.)

The possessive adjectiveThe possessive adjectiveThe possessive adjectiveThe possessive adjective

Possessive adjectives are:

my, your, his, her, its, our, your, their.

They qualify nouns, and sometimes the pronouns one and ones.

This is my bed and that is your one.

The possessive adjective must be used with parts of the body, articles of clothing, with 

abstract words such as life, mind and death, and also house, car, bicycle, but only when 

referring to the subject and in the active voice.

Your hand is swollen. Is it sore?
Open your ears, my boy – I’m not going to say this again.
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Put on your jacket. It’s chilly outside.
You must take your life in your hands if you want to be successful.
Can I borrow your car?

However, if the parts of the body, etc. as mentioned above, belong to the object or to the 

subject of a passive voice, the definite article is used.

The dog bit the postman in the thigh.
The postman was bitten in the thigh.

The possessive adjective can be emphasized with own.

This is his own business.

However, if the noun is preceded by the indefinite article, an indefinite pronoun (some, 

any, no, etc.) or a numeral, of my (etc.) own is used after the noun.

He’s got a business (no business, five businesses) of his own.

The possessive pronounThe possessive pronounThe possessive pronounThe possessive pronoun

The possessive pronoun, on the other hand, takes the place of both the possessive adjec-

tive and the noun it qualifies. Thus in the sentence you observed

Is this your pen? No, it’s theirs.

“theirs” takes the place of “their” and “pen”.

The possessive pronouns are:

mine, yours, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs.

If the noun is preceded by the indefinite article, an indefinite pronoun (no, some, any, 

both, every, etc.) or a numeral, of yours (etc.) is used after the noun.

Jane, there are some files of yours in my office.

Q [14] Please fill in the missing possessive adjective or pronoun in the following sentences.

1. Do not put ---- elbows on the table.

2. The policeman took the boy by ---- arm.

3. She wants you to return the file of ---- which you borrowed two months ago.

4. We have the biggest garden in the street. ---- is the only one that has huge, old 

trees.

5. I was hit on ---- shoulder by a stone.
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Q [38]Change these sentences and use the of + possessive pronoun construction.

I am going to see my friend.
I am going to see a friend of mine.

1. John sometimes borrows one of my CDs.

2. Jayne is going to show me some of her photographs.

3. They have gone out with their colleagues.

4. Your friend is my friend.

5. May I introduce you to my old school friend?

3.2.43.2.43.2.43.2.4
Demonstrative adjectives and pronounsDemonstrative adjectives and pronounsDemonstrative adjectives and pronounsDemonstrative adjectives and pronouns

Demonstrative adjectives qualify nouns and demonstrative pronouns substitute nouns, 

when the nouns they replace can be understood from the context.

Observe this situation and see whether you can pick out the demonstrative adjectives 

and pronouns:

Peter:Peter:Peter:Peter: Hello, John. Welcome at Hewson Packplace. Let me show you around. This is 

your desk and these are your cupboards for your files. Just ignore those over there – 

they’re Maggie’s.

John:John:John:John: Hi, Peter. Thanks for showing me the ropes (einweisen). I really appreciate it. But 

tell me, which of these cupboards do you mean? Do you mean the grey ones, or the red 

ones?

Peter:Peter:Peter:Peter: Well, actually, because this office is so spacious, all the red and grey ones are 

yours, but not that big green one over there. And Mary’s are black.

Did you manage to pick them out? 

Here they are in italics: 

Peter:Peter:Peter:Peter: Hello, John. Welcome at Hewson Packplace. Let me show you around. This is 

your desk and these are your cupboards for your files. Just ignore those over there – 

they’re Maggie’s.

John:John:John:John: Hi, Peter. Thanks for showing me the ropes. I really appreciate it. But tell me, 

which of these cupboards do you mean? Do you mean the grey ones, or the red ones?

Peter:Peter:Peter:Peter: Well, actually, because this office is so spacious, all the red and grey ones are 

yours, but not that big green one over there. And Mary’s are black.

Observing carefully, you will have established that this, that and one are singular, while 

these, those and ones are plural. On even closer observation, you will notice that this 

and these generally refer to things which are close to the speaker (in time or location), 

while that and those refer to those things, persons and times which are further away in 

space or time.

Q [23]Please fill in the correct demonstrative adjectives or pronouns according to the situation 

given in brackets.

1. (I give my secretary a letter.)

Would you please airmail ---- letter immediately, Miss Mockridge?

2. (I refer to some American clients who were at the office yesterday.)

I didn’t like ---- clients, Bob, did you? I thought ---- big woman with the 

red lips was very unfriendly.
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3. (Don has shown me a document in the morning; in the afternoon I want to see it 

again.)

Could you show me ---- document again; I mean ---- you showed me 

---- morning?

4. (I introduce Mr Helling to Mrs Branston)

Mr Helling, ---- is Mrs Branston. Mrs Branston, ---- is Mr Helling.

5. (I have examined several sketches of dress designs for my firm’s fashion show in 

London. I select two and hand them to my assistant.)

I prefer ---- designs to all the others. Let’s take them.

6. (A wine merchant shows me the wine list of his firm.)

All the wines on ---- list are still available, apart from ---- marked with 

a cross.

3.2.53.2.53.2.53.2.5
Interrogative adjectives and pronounsInterrogative adjectives and pronounsInterrogative adjectives and pronounsInterrogative adjectives and pronouns

As the term suggests, interrogative pronouns are “question pronouns”, i.e. those that are 

used to formulate questions. They are:

Who, Whom, What, Whose, Which, How.

Who is on the telephone? – John is (on the telephone).
Who will Jonathan meet when he goes to Paris? – Jonathan will (meet William).
Who(m) did Peter give the papers to? – Peter gave them to Jim./Peter did.
What does Judith want to discuss at the meeting? – Judith wants to discuss the sales figures.
Whose presentation did the company find best? 
Which trade fair are we attending in October in Leipzig?
How much will the trip cost?
How do the visitors like the facilities? (hier: Einrichtung, Anlage)

The first four questions are followed by their answers. When you compare the verbs in 

question and answer, what do you find?

Yes, of course: you certainly found that, except for the first answer, i.e. the one in which 

the answer is also the subject of the sentence, the questions always have the following 

construction:

interrogative pronoun + auxiliary/modal verb + subject

Who/Who(m)/What, etc + will/did/does, etc + Jonathan/Peter/Judith

You will certainly also remember that if there is no auxiliary, i.e. am, are, will, have, 

etc. or modal verb, i.e. should, must, etc, a form of the “to do” verb must be used. Thus, 

as in the third question: 

Who(m) did Peter give the papers to?

An interrogative adjective (“which” or “what”) is like an interrogative pronoun, except 

that it modifies a noun or noun phrase rather than standing on its own.

Which trade fair are we attending in October in Leipzig?

Also remember that “which” is only used when a choice is referred to, i.e. it is selective.

Which do you prefer, tea or coffee?
Which of Peter’s children is the most intelligent?
Which car is yours?

In the question above, “Which trade fair are we attending in October in Leipzig?”, it is 

clear that a limited number of trade fairs (known to both speakers) is being referred to 

and the answer will be selected from these. 
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Q [34]Give questions to which the words in italics are the answers.

1. I’ll send you the big one.

2. His name is Joey.

3. His name is Joey.

4. My sister knows Mrs Knowall.

5. That box is my husband’s. 

6. His joke made me laugh.

7. He bought some newspapers for his colleague.

8. Mary goes to London, not Cambridge University.

9. We heard it from the postman.

10. This robot is used for drilling holes.

11. These five applications can be shortlisted.

12. Curtiss and Reynolds called about the offer.

13. I found the presentation very interesting.

14. This application is the best.

15. They took me for a representative.

3.2.63.2.63.2.63.2.6
Relative pronounsRelative pronounsRelative pronounsRelative pronouns

Relative pronouns introduce relative clauses, which can be defining or non-defining. 

The relative pronouns are 

who, whom, which, that, whose, what.

Defining relative pronounsDefining relative pronounsDefining relative pronounsDefining relative pronouns

All the relative pronouns just mentioned can be used 

in defining clauses.

Look at these sentences:

People who do not eat meat are called vegetarians.
The man whom I saw was Mr Jones.
The hotel which you recommended was very expensive.
A person that carries your luggage is a porter.
The house whose roof is green is the biggest in the street.
The cat whose paws are white is mine.
Working in an office whose walls had no pictures would be 
like working in a surgical theatre.
She gave me a file in which to put my papers.
This is the manager of whom I spoke yesterday.
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In each of these sentences

– the relative clauses describe and define the nouns immediately before them;

– no comma is used to separate the defining relative clause from the rest of the sen-

tence, because it is necessary to the sense of the sentence.

That can be used in place of any other defining relatives (except whose) without any 

loss or change in meaning. However, it cannot be used as the object of a preceding pre-

position (as can be seen in the two last sentences for observation above). 

What is used to mean “the thing/things that”.

The things that we saw amazed us. = What we saw amazed us.
When he sees the mess you have made he will have a fit. = When he sees what a mess you have made 
he will have a fit. 

The relative adverbs when, where and why are used to replace a preposition + the rela-

tive pronoun which as follows: 

– when replaces in/on which, and is used for time:

the day on which he came = the day when he came

– where replaces in/at which, and is used for place:

the house in which he lived = the house where he lived

– why replaces for which, and is used for reasons:

the reason for which he lived = the reason why he lived

Observe the following sentences:

This is the movie I saw last week.
The house they wanted to buy was at the seaside.

The first sentence is the combination of the two sentences: 

This is the movie. I saw it last week.

The second sentence combines the two following sentences :

They wanted to buy the house. It was at the seaside.

In both cases, the relative clause always refers to the object of the main clause, i.e. 

“movie” in the first case, and “house” in the second case. In such cases, in so-called 

“contact clauses”, the pronoun (who, which, that) is usually omitted when it is the object 

of the verb. 

Non-defining relative pronounsNon-defining relative pronounsNon-defining relative pronounsNon-defining relative pronouns

Non-defining relative clauses are placed after nouns which have already been defined. 

Thus the noun need not be defined and the relative clause simply adds information. This 

added information, which could be omitted without causing confusion in the sentence, 

is placed between commas. (Did you notice that the sentence you have just read con-

tains a non-defining relative clause?)

The non-defining relative pronouns are:

who, which, whom, whose.

Look at these sentences:

Jim, who is very pedantic, has just asked me to recalculate the figures.
She introduced me to her secretary, whom I had never met.
Johnny, to whom I drove, was not at home. OR: Johnny, who I drove to, …
His computer, which breaks down regularly, is costing him a lot of money.
Mr Black, whose office is 100 kilometres from his home, has to spend a lot of time on the road.
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In each of these sentences

– the relative clause gives additional information about the noun which precedes it;

– the non-defining relative clause is placed between commas to separate it from the 

main noun, which is already defined.

Who and which are used as so-called “connective relatives”.

I saw Jane. She gave me her telephone number. =
I saw Jane, who gave me her telephone number.
I found this stone. It is very beautiful. =
I found this stone, which is very beautiful.

Which is also used to refer to a whole clause:

He told me that he had been to London, which was not true.
He listened to loud music all night, which kept me awake.

Neither what nor that can be used as connective relatives.

The relative adverbs when, where, and why are used to replace a preposition + the rela-

tive pronoun which in non-defining relative clauses.

Admittedly, this is plenty of theory, but a very important chapter, which is certainly 

worth the attention you have given it. The following exercises will assist you to decide 

whether you have really digested the information.

Q [15]Find out which of the following relative clauses (in italics) are defining and which are 

non-defining, and put in commas where necessary.

1. Mr Gordon Blackfoot whom you met last night is the prime minister.

2. The woman you met last night is my current girlfriend.

3. The personal assistant gave the letter to the secretary who forwarded it.

4. Somebody who uses this perfume must have been in my house.

5. The man who is best known in Britain is probably Winston Churchill.

6. Richard whose wife is from Ireland speaks English extraordinarily well.

7. The secretary of state to whom the letter was addressed was away on a visit.

8. The person who works in the open-plan office with me is soon to be promoted.

9. This house which was built 400 years ago is under national conservation.

10. The house which is under national conservation is due to be inspected.

Q [51]Please combine the following pairs of sentences with relatives, using contact clauses 

whenever possible.

Example: The hotel was rather cheap. We stayed at it during our holidays.
The hotel we stayed at during out holidays was rather cheap.

1. Mr Brown is the CEO. I went to the meeting with him.

2. He did not answer my e-mail. It made me rather impatient.

3. My car does 140 kmh. I’ve had it for seven years now.

4. My secretary found the file. I was looking for it.

5. Is that the boss? His son won the “Young Scientist” prize.

6. This is the town. I was born in it.

7. This is the cathedral. It was destroyed during the war.

8. In the college there were 500 students. Most of them were from outside the country.

9. The article was interesting. Dr von Humboldtstein wrote it in “New Insights’.

10. He wrote a lot of articles. Some of them were translated into Finnish.
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Q [41] Please fill in the correct relative pronoun where necessary and omitting it whenever 

possible. Add the missing commas.

1. She went to buy --------- she needed for the party.

2. He is always in a rush --------- is a pity.

3. People --------- live in glass houses should not throw stones.

4. Jim spoke to the CEO himself --------- had just arrived from Beijing.

5. This is the friendliest reception --------- has ever been experienced 

here.

6. My present personal assistant --------- you know quite well is seri-

ously ill.

7. James to --------- I was talking is a personal friend of my in-laws.

8. Cyril is one of the men --------- Derrick is doing this project with.

9. Today is one of the happiest days --------- I’ve ever experienced.

10. He mentioned something --------- I did not hear.

11. Mary --------- I had not heard from for ages called me last night.

12. He was sure that --------- he had heard was the truth.

13. His plane arrived late --------- was a bad thing.

14. In the small village there was nobody --------- I could confide in.

15. We were amazed at --------- he suggested.

3.2.73.2.73.2.73.2.7
Indefinite pronounsIndefinite pronounsIndefinite pronounsIndefinite pronouns

Indefinite pronouns are sometimes called “determiners”. They are pronouns which indi-

cate an indefinite number or quantity. The most commonly used indefinite pronouns 

are:

much, many, little, few, some, any, no, none, every, each, all, either, neither, both.

The following sections will deal with these in some detail.

much – little – many – fewmuch – little – many – fewmuch – little – many – fewmuch – little – many – few

Much and little are used for singular and uncountable nouns, and refer to quantity. Much 

is also used in negative and interrogative sentences. For affirmative sentences 

a lot of, a great deal of, a large amount of, plenty of can be used.

Many and few are used for plural nouns, and refer to number.

There was not much water left in the one jug, but plenty of orange juice in the other. As there were 
many people at the party, it seems as if only few must have chosen to drink the orange juice.

some – anysome – anysome – anysome – any

Some and any are both used to indicate something undefined in nature, quantity or 

number. While some and its compounds (e.g. somebody, someone) denote something 

whose existence is considered certain, and is therefore used in affirmative sentences, 

any (and its compounds) denotes the opposite: it is used for something whose existence 

is considered uncertain. It is therefore used in interrogative and negative sentences.

Here is some cake for you. 
I must have something to eat – I’m starving.
There’s somebody at the window.
Is there any coffee left?
There isn’t anybody in this room.
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no – nobody – no-one – nowhere – none – nothingno – nobody – no-one – nowhere – none – nothingno – nobody – no-one – nowhere – none – nothingno – nobody – no-one – nowhere – none – nothing

These can be used as an alternative to the negative verb + “any” construction (not any).

Observe these sentences:

I haven’t any time.
I have no time.
Do you have any new information? – No, I have none.
Not anyone/Nobody/No-one will believe your story.
There is not anywhere to go.
There is nowhere to go.
We can not do anything about it.
We can do nothing about it.
No person was prepared to make a statement on the matter.
I slept twelve hours last night, but feel none the better for it.

each – every and their compounds – alleach – every and their compounds – alleach – every and their compounds – alleach – every and their compounds – all

These mean “the whole number or amount”.

Observe these sentences:

All the food has gone.
I’ve done some of the work but not all of it.
Every day is a new beginning.
Everything he said was carefully considered.
It was a satisfying experience for everybody.
Each person in the room was looking happy.
The answers are worth twenty points each.

All indicates the whole whole whole whole number or amount, without seeing the individual components 

(������.)

Every emphasises the individual individual individual individual components (� + � + � + � +� +�)

Each emphasises the separateseparateseparateseparate components {(� ) + (� ) + (� ) +(� ) +(� ) + (� )}

either – neither – botheither – neither – botheither – neither – botheither – neither – both

All these three refer to two persons or things, or are used to add a new piece or informa-

tion to another.

Observe:

You can sit at either desk in this office. (= There are two desks and it does not matter which)
There is a bank on either side of the road. (= on each of the two sides of the road)
Jane has no time and I don’t, either. (= We both have no time)
I think this is a good idea. And it’s not expensive, either. (= and it is also not expensive)
Listening to her accent, she must be either Norwegian or Swedish.
Neither desk is particularly inviting. (= There are two desks and not one of them is appealing)
Neither side of the road has a bank. (= not one side of the two sides of the road has a bank)
Jane has no time and neither do I. (= We both have no time)
I think this is not a good idea. And neither is it original. (The idea has two negative qualities)
Listening to her accent, she can be neither Norwegian nor Swedish. She sounds Finnish to me. (= The 
explanation excludes two options)
There is a bank on both sides of the road.(= on one as well as the other side)
Both Jane and I have no time.
This idea is both good and inexpensive.
As you cannot sit at both desks, 
you must choose one.
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Q [44] Fill in the appropriate indefinite pronoun. Some gaps might have more than one correct 

answer.

1. Which of the two desks may I use? – --------- of them, I’m afraid.

2. If there is --------- I can do for you, please let me know. – That’s very 

kind of you, but I think I don’t need --------- help.

3. Do you have --------- rain here in summer? – No, not ------; 

but we have --------- in the fall.

4. My husband eats --------- fruit, but I don’t eat ---------.

5. Isn’t there --------- information here on this client? – No, there isn’t; 

but there must be --------- on the internet.

6. Lemonade and tea are --------- refreshing. --------- is 

welcome on a hot day.

7. Although there were --------- people on the plane, there weren’t --

------- in the section I was sitting in. 

8. ------- people act well in an emergency when there is ------- 

time for thinking.

9. This is not difficult; --------- can do it.

10. --------- of the people present had been informed about the matter.

11. Say --------- and speak to --------- about this at 

present.

12. While we were in England, it rained --------- day. ------- 

morning we got up hopefully, looked out of the windows in ------- direc-

tion and searched --------- for a bit of blue sky. ------- of 

us sat there at breakfast, trying to look optimistic and discussing plans for the day.
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4444
Expressing yourselfExpressing yourselfExpressing yourselfExpressing yourself

4.14.14.14.1
IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

This section gives you the opportunity to practice everyday language in various situa-

tions. The exercises are best spoken aloud at a normal speech pace, i.e. not too slowly. 

Remember to link words, thus, do not speak the words separately, but link them, e.g. 

not “can + I”, but “can
N

I”. The sentence “Can I go to the shops for you?” is thus spo-

ken: “Can
N

I
N

go / to
N

the
N

shops / for
N

you?” 

4.24.24.24.2
TravellingTravellingTravellingTravelling

In order to get to the places various means of transport are usually used. The most com-

mon are:

Q [37]a) In which of the means of transport mentioned above would you be likely to hear 

these statements or questions? (Remember to speak the 9 sentences aloud.)

1. Do you think the crossing will be rough?

2. Excuse me, I think those seats facing the front are ours.

3. We’re going to Lambsbeth Street. Could you tell us when it’s our stop?

4. Can you take us to this address?

5. Can I take these bags with me?

6. That’s all right. You can keep the change.

7. Excuse me, will we be landing on time?

8. No, no! He said turn right at the lights, not left!

9. How do I get to Oxford Circus?

car bus

taxi

underground

train
plane

ferry
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b) Which reply matches which statement or question from exercise a)?

a) Look! You drive and I’ll give the directions from now on! Right?

b) Of course. Hop in!

c) I’m sorry. Only one item of hand luggage per passenger.

d) Oh, I’m sorry. We didn’t know they were reserved.

e) Yes. We’re beginning our descent soon.

f) Well, the forecast is good, so it should be pretty smooth.

g) Just sit near the front and I’ll call it out.

h) Take the Piccadilly Line, eastbound, and change at Green Park.

i) Thanks a lot. Do you want a hand with those bags?

4.34.34.34.3
At the hotelAt the hotelAt the hotelAt the hotel

GGGG = Gerry

RRRR = Hotel receptionist

G:G:G:G: Hi. I’ve just checked in and I wonder if you could help me.

R:R:R:R: I’d be very happy to try.

G:G:G:G: Well, I’m not quite sure whether we’re near the television tower.

R:R:R:R: The television tower? It’s not far away at all – about a ten-minute walk.

G:G:G:G: Oh, great. And can you tell me if there are any good restaurants nearby?

R:R:R:R: Oh yes, lots. One good one is the Casino Royale. It’s casual, but the food’s very 

good.

G:G:G:G: Sounds like it’s worth a try. Oh, and I need to use an ATM.

R:R:R:R: There’s one right next to the hotel entrance and then one at the bank across the road. 

And should you need to use the bank services, the banks close at 5.30.

G:G:G:G: Thank you very much. Oh … I’m sorry but I can’t remember the name of that restau-

rant.

R:R:R:R: The Casino Royale.

G:G:G:G: Casino Royale. Got it. Thanks for your help.

R:R:R:R: My pleasure.

Q [6] How are the following thoughts expressed in everyday English in the text 

“At the hotel”?

1. I need your help.

2. I would like to help you.

3. That’s good information. 

4. I think that I would like to see whether the restaurant is good.

5. Unfortunately I cannot remember.

6. I understand/remember now. 
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4.44.44.44.4
Going shoppingGoing shoppingGoing shoppingGoing shopping

Q [48]In the following tapescript of a conversation between Martin and Joanna, Joanna’s 

responses have been left out. Please choose the correct response from those below.

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: I’m going shopping. Do we need anything?

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: -------------------------------

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: It’s OK. It’s on my list. I’m going to buy some.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: -------------------------------

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: Good idea! I’ll get a loaf.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: -------------------------------

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: I don’t know. I might stop at Will’s. It depends on how long the shopping takes.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: -------------------------------

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: Don’t worry. I won’t forget. I’ll be back before then.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: -------------------------------

Here is what Joanna said. Match the appropriate sentence to Martin’s response.

– What about bread?

– OK.

– I don’t think so … Oh, hang on. We haven’t got any sugar.

– Erm, what time will you be back?

– Don’t forget we’ve been invited to Mary and John this afternoon.
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4.54.54.54.5
Using question tagsUsing question tagsUsing question tagsUsing question tags

One common element of everyday English is the use of question tags, i.e. short addi-

tions to sentences asking for agreement or confirmation.

He is usually reliable, isn’t he?
There are plenty of good hotels in New York, aren’t there?
You like working here, don’t you?
Mary can’t stay on one more day, can she?

Did you notice that if the statement is in the affirmative (e.g. He is usually reliable), the 

question tag takes the negative auxiliary (isn’t he?). On the other hand, if the statement 

is in the negative (e.g. Mary can’t stay on one more day), the question tag takes the 

positive auxiliary (can she?).

Question tags have the social function of including the dialogue partner and making the 

conversation more smooth.

Q [46] Please add question tags to the following dialogues.

1. A:A:A:A: I think we’re lost. Let’s look at the map.

B:B:B:B: Uh-oh.

A:A:A:A: What do you mean “uh-oh”? You didn’t forget to bring the map, ------?

B:B:B:B: Sorry.

A:A:A:A: You didn’t think we’d be able to find our way back to the camp site without a map, 

------?

B:B:B:B: Well, you could have reminded me to take one, ------?

A:A:A:A: There’s no point in putting the blame on me now. We’ll just have to ask a police 

officer, ------?

B:B:B:B: There aren’t many police officers on this mountain.

2. A:A:A:A: You broke that vase, ------?

B:B:B:B: Yes, I did. I dropped it. Sorry!

A:A:A:A: Well, you’ll just have to replace it, ------?

B:B:B:B: Yes, I suppose I will. How much did it 

cost?

A:A:A:A: $300.

B:B:B:B: $300?! It wasn’t that much, 

------?

A:A:A:A: Yes, it was.

3. A:A:A:A: Have you transferred the money yet?

B:B:B:B: No, you did, ------?

A:A:A:A: No, I haven’t paid it. I thought you had.

B:B:B:B: Me? But you always pay, ------?

A:A:A:A: No, I don’t. So you’d better get it done, ------?

B:B:B:B: Well, I have no option, ------?
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Useful phrases in everyday English:Useful phrases in everyday English:Useful phrases in everyday English:Useful phrases in everyday English:

Excuse me …

Sorry.

Can/Could/Would you …?

I wonder if …?

Do you think …?

I’m not quite sure whether/if …

Let’s …

What about …?

Hang on.

I’ll/He’ll etc. just have to …

Right?

That’s all right.

Thanks a lot.

Great.
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5555
WritingWritingWritingWriting

Few people write private letters these days that are sent off with by “snail mail”, 

although there are always occasions when this seems appropriate, such as birthday 

wishes, marriage congratulations, other anniversaries and death condolences. Then 

again, there are people who have no computer, or whose e-mail address you do not 

know. Thus is it good to know the format of the personal letter. The body of such a letter 

can also be written as an e-mail, of course. 

5.15.15.15.1
The personal letterThe personal letterThe personal letterThe personal letter

The informal letter needn’t have long, elaborate sentences. Especially if the text is 

written on a picture postcard, the sentences can be short, sometimes, even incomplete. 

The language is colloquial, and contracted forms (e.g. I’ll, hasn’t) are used. Look at the 

following postcard a mother sent from her holiday in Hawaii to her sons:

There are some points to note when writing an informal letter:

 The sender’s name is not written at the top of the letter

 The address (if given) appears on the right-hand side of the page, together with the 

date

 The first letter of the body is always a capital

Aloha

û

Dear Boys,

Arrived safely. This is our hotel – it’s clean and comfortable. 
Our room is the one marked with a cross. Sea, flowers and 
sunshine everywhere.
Waikiki a bit of a disappointment, though: overcrowded and 
commercialised. McDonald’s and Kentucky everywhere. Been 
on a sunset cruise, seen the Polynesian Cultural Center (great!) 
and Waimea Falls Park (wonderful trees!) 
and, of course, Pearl Harbour (v. sad).

Take care – and remember, no parties.

Love,
Mum and Dad
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Here is an example:

  24 Severn Road

Tunbridge

21st January 2…

Dear Joan,

 How wonderful to hear from you both! I was really wondering how you are 
getting on in your new country. What an adventurer you are, moving from 
place to place – and now Hawaii – 
how romantic! Well, as you say, life is pretty much the same everywhere for 
us bread-winning people.

Jack and I are both fine. The children are growing up quickly and really 

know how to keep us busy. Especially little Janet is a hands-full: she has 

almost as much energy as her father – and that’s really saying something. 

The other three kids are much more placid – but still, as I said, they keep us 

very much on our toes.

We were thinking of moving to a bigger place soon, but now are waiting to 

see what will become of Jack’s job offer. These head hunters are very active, 

and one of them discovered Jack. So here we are, waiting for news, and won-

dering where the road will take us.

I myself can work anywhere, as you know, in this day and age of technology. 

My little business is really picking up very nicely, thank you, and I am thin-

king of having someone to come in on a few afternoons a week to help me 

out. Still, let’s wait to see what’ll materialise …

Do take care, and stay in touch. Letter-writing is such an effort, I know, so 

here is my e-mail address: jennifer.roads@mainstay.com

Say hello to Jim from me.

Lots of love,

Jenny

There are many ways to end a personal or informal letter (or e-mail):

– to family members and close friends

Love

With love from

Love from

Lots of love

Love to all

Love from us all

Much love as always

All my love

– to friends and acquaintances
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Yours

Yours ever

Take care

As always

With best wishes

Best wishes

All the best

All good wishes

Kindest regards

With kindest regards

Yours sincerely

Sincerely yours

In all these cases a comma may, but need not, be used.

5.25.25.25.2
The formal letterThe formal letterThe formal letterThe formal letter

The most frequently used formal letters are those found in commercial correspondence. 

Such a business letter frequently takes the following form:

BROWN AND POULSON Plc

Hilton Park Industrial Estate

72 Cedar Road

Watford WD2 4EH

Hertfordshire England

The Sales Manager

Turner Electronics Plc

Rowntree House

22 Station Road

Watford WD6 2YP

GB-Hertfordshire 11 May 2…

 Your Enquiry of 3rd May 2…

Dear Madam, 

X

X

X

Yours faithfully

Signature

Patricia Brown

Managing Director

Brown and Poulson Plc
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 Encl: 

Both the subject line   and the enclosure line   are optional.

There are a few differences between British and American business letters. These are 

shown in the diagram below.

Q [43]Please sort out this scrabbled letter. Label those parts which are optional.

1. Yours sincerely

2. Your enquiry of 25 June 2….

3. The Tourist Information Office

22 Princess Street

Edinburgh ED5 3 PG

SCOTLAND

4. All bookings can be made through us.

5. 30 June 2….

6. We are sending you our latest brochure under separate cover and would like to point 

out that all prices are valid until 30 September 2…

7. Dear Ms Richardson

8. We hope you will find something to suit your needs and look forward to receiving 

your booking form.

9. Anne McLaverty

Tourist Officer

10. Thank you very much for your enquiry about holiday cottages in Scotland.

11. Ms P.Richardson

78 Green Lane

British business lettersBritish business lettersBritish business lettersBritish business letters American/ Non-British business American/ Non-British business American/ Non-British business American/ Non-British business 
lettersletterslettersletters

letterhead left-hand margin or centred left-hand margin or centred

form of 
address

Ms Jane Smith
Sales Manager
Turner Electronics Plc
Rowntree House
22 Station Road
Watford WD6 2YP
Hertfordshire
ENGLAND/UK

Mr. William Miller
Johnson and Johnson Inc.
327 New South Street
St.Louis MO 63 194
Missouri
USA

date 11 May 2…(date + month) as British, OR digital 05112… 
(month + date)

salutation Dear Sir/Sirs/Madam/Mesdames/
Dear Sir or Madam,
Dear Mr/Mrs/Ms Smith,
Dear Peter, (if first-name terms are 
usual)

Dear Sir/Sirs/Madam:
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Dear Mr. X:
Dear Peter:

complimentary 
close

Dear Sir, etc. = Yours faithfully
Dear Mr … = Yours sincerely
Best wishes
Kind regards
Regards

Gentlemen: etc = Yours truly/Truly 
yours
Dear Mr. X: etc = Sincerely yours
Dear Peter: etc = Best regards/ 
wishes/Regards
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Oldham OL8 3BA

Lancashire

12. Encl.:

5.2.15.2.15.2.15.2.1
Do’s and don’ts for formal letter-writingDo’s and don’ts for formal letter-writingDo’s and don’ts for formal letter-writingDo’s and don’ts for formal letter-writing

Do not:Do not:Do not:Do not:

P use contracted forms (e.g… hasn’t)

Do:Do:Do:Do:

P use formal linking words:

moreover, what is more, furthermore instead of “and”

however, whereas, on the other hand instead of “but”

as a result, therefore, consequently instead of “so”

P use formal vocabulary, e.g.:

enquire, inquire instead of “ask”

state instead of “say”

impolite instead of “rude”

distressed instead of “unhappy”

P consider using passive forms to avoid being too direct, e.g.:

a cash rebate was promised instead of “you promised a cash rebate”

nothing has been done yet instead of “you still haven’t done anything”

P use verbs like “could”, “would”, “seem”, “appear”, e.g.:

would it be possible for you to … instead of “can you”

severe fines would appear to offer a instead of “severe fines are the only

solution  answer”

jail sentences seem appropriate instead of “jail sentences are good”

5.2.25.2.25.2.25.2.2
Common types of formal lettersCommon types of formal lettersCommon types of formal lettersCommon types of formal letters

Among the most common types of formal letters are:

letters of complaint requests for advice

job applications requests for information

letters of reference letters of apology

letters of explanation letters of thanks

The letter should remain clear in its contents, i.e. the purpose of the letter must be 

apparent. A formal letter must therefore be concise and to the point. It must remain 

polite and may at no point and under no circumstances become personal.

Q [18] Match the sentences below to an appropriate type of letter from the box.
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1. I would like to apply for the post of tourist officer.

2. As you can see, Joan Smith has been a sound and hard-working member of staff. I 

would strongly recommend her for the post of Personal Assistant.

3. I am returning the clock together with a copy of the receipt and would be grateful if 

you would refund my money.

4. I would be grateful if you would send me a brochure and details of your prices.

5. Thank you very much indeed for organising the city tour for our delegates. They all 

thoroughly enjoyed it and found it both interesting and stimulating.

6. I was wondering whether you are able to recommend a suitable venue for our annual 

conference next year.

7. Since many people showed great interest in the scheme last year, we feel that it 

would be a good idea to organise something similar next year.

8. I would like to apologise for the poor service that you experienced as a customer of 

our coach company during the recent tour to Paris.

Q [49]Here is a job vacancy that Andi McToweller has applied for. She has made notes for her 

letter of application. Use these to write the letter. 

Notes:

P refer to post as advertised in “Ireland Today” of Saturday, 23rd March

P previous work experience:

PA for five years at small software company in Manchester

work mainly organisational

must make decisions when boss away on freqent trips

decisions can have immediate effect on business

P personality:

friendly, good sense of humour, can develop good work relations, tactful

complaint apology job application reference explanation

request for information request for advice letter of thanks

WANTEDWANTEDWANTEDWANTED
PERSONAL ASSISTANTPERSONAL ASSISTANTPERSONAL ASSISTANTPERSONAL ASSISTANT

Dynamic, hard-working, fast-moving company director with poor organisational skills 
and even poorer memory needs super-organised assistant to make sure details are not over-
looked, that appointments are kept, and to manage day-to-day office trivia.

If you have:

p tact, charm, a good sense of humour

p outstanding memory and well-developed organisational skills

p the ability to make good snap decisions on your own

p good word-processing skills

this is the job for you.

This post will also require considerable international travel and unusually long, sometimes 
even anti-social, working hours.

An excellent salary and benefits await the right applicant.

Apply to: Matt Damon, Webcommunications, Killarney Park, Galbrailth.
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P word processing:

Word, Excel, Powerpoint. 

P concluding paragraph:

single, no family commitments, interest in international travel. Broaden horizons. 

Looking for challanging post for further development of skills.
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6666
ListeningListeningListeningListening

The passages you will hear on your CDs serve a number of purposes. One main objec-

tive is to offer you the opportunity to hear spoken English. Especially if you do not have 

the opportunity to hear the language, the CDs are a good means of “getting your ear into 

the language”. You might like to listen a few times and use the listening scripts to read 

aloud while you are listening. In this way, intonation and rhythm can be practised. Not 

only this, but pronunciation can be refined.

There are three passages for this coursebook, each with questions on what you hear. 

Before listening in order to answer the questions, make sure that you know what you 

need to do. Do you have to fill a gap in a sentence? Or answer a question from a multi-

ple choice? Or complete a sentence?

When reading the question it might become apparent whether you will need to listen for 

a figure, or the name of a person, or company, etc.

During or after the first listening, answer only those questions you are sure of. For the 

others, make brief notes. Then, while you are listening for a second time, you can check 

your answers, or listen for the information that you missed the first time.

Please listen to each passage twice.

6.16.16.16.1
Passage 1Passage 1Passage 1Passage 1

CThis exercise about local attractions at various places has the great advantage of listing 

and then describing each of the various places in sequence. Thus, once a new place is 

mentioned, you know that you have to listen for the answer referring to this place. Just 

as following a map when travelling somewhere, you can move from place to place 

along with the text.
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Q [50] You will hear part of a radio programme in which the presenter is talking about the 

attractions of an area. For questions 1 to 10, fill in the missing information. 

Local attractions Local attractions Local attractions Local attractions 

1. HEWLETT

castle regarded as the ------

---- castle in the country.

2. SHREWSBURY

has one of the best ------- 

in the country.

3. TRACKSTONE

a number of --------- 

happened there.

4. ROCKFIELD

main attraction: the ------

----.

5. BREWSBURY

zoo: you can save money if you buy 

a ----------.

6. SEAFIELD

main attraction: the ------

------.

7. SLONE

castle not ---------- 

the castle in Halford.

8. LOXTON

zoo has rare breeds and popular 

----------.

9. COURTLEY

main attraction: the ------

------.

10. TROXLEY

main attraction: the ------

----.
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6.26.26.26.2
Passage 2Passage 2Passage 2Passage 2

CThe more effort you put into the carefully reading of the text with the gap, the better will 

be your understanding of what you actually have to listen for. For example, gap 1 will 

answer the question about where Sick Building Syndrome affects people (because of the 

preposition “in”). In the same way, to answer question 2 will say what exactly sufferers 

lack. The text is fairly lengthy, so listen carefully to hear the information for the ten 

gaps, not getting caught up with the rest of the text.

Q [11]You will hear about the Sick Building Syndrome, which is ill health that is believed to 

be caused by buildings. 

Please answer questions 1–10 by completing the sentences.

Sick building syndromeSick building syndromeSick building syndromeSick building syndrome

According to the World Health Organization, Sick Building Syndrome most affects 

people in (1) ----------.

Sufferers often lack (2) ----------.

It mainly affects people early in the week and when they have been (3) ------

---- the building for a long time.

Sufferers often say nothing because they think it is a (4) ---------- 

problem.

The problem is not simply a question of the building being (5) ---------- 

or having too little natural light.

Buildings most likely to produce the problem are those which have (6) ------

------- and a lot of new materials.

Experts believe that these lead to poor (7) -------------- which is 

the main cause of the problem.

They believe that better (8) ---------- and design would improve exist-

ing systems and that the use of different (9) ---------- would also help to 

solve the problem.

In some buildings, better (10) ---------- has been shown to reduce the 

problem.
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6.36.36.36.3
Passage 3Passage 3Passage 3Passage 3

C Whereas the first two listening exercises were based on careful listening for detailed 

information, this exercise demands a slightly different technique.

In order to answer the question, you have to decide who is speaking and what this per-

son is speaking about.

The first task states: Letters A–H list different people. As you listen, put them in the 

order in which you hear them by completing the boxes numbered 1–5 with the appro-

priate letter. This means that you must first read the list, which sets out 8 different pro-

fessions or activities (a shopkeeper, a tourist, etc). When you listen, you must mark the 

sequence of the persons being mentioned.

The second task has the letters A–H, which list the different topics mentioned by the 

people speaking in the five extracts.

The first questions have been answered for you to illustrate the exercise.

It is the bus driver who speaks first. Key words you will hear are “fare” and “valid 

card”.

He talks about “them” frequently, and says in the first sentence, “… they keep asking 

me where such and such a shop or hotel or street is …” This suggests that “they” refers 

to tourists.

Q [26] You will hear extracts of five different people talking about a town. 

1. Letters A–H list different people. As you listen, put them in the order in which you 

hear them by completing the boxes numbered 1–5 with the appropriate letter.

AAAA shopkeeper 1 C

BBBB a tourist 2

CCCC a bus driver 3

DDDD a teacher 4

EEEE a politician 5

FFFF a policeman

GGGG a student

HHHH a guide
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2. Letters A–H list the different topics mentioned by the people speaking in the five 

extracts. As you listen, put them in the order in which you hear them by completing 

the boxes numbered 6–10 with the appropriate letter.

AAAA the amount of public transport 6 C

BBBB the range of sports facilities 7

CCCC the number of tourists 8

DDDD the amount of entertainment 9

EEEE the number of jobs available 10

FFFF the increase in traffic

GGGG the range of shops

HHHH the increase in shoppers
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7777
Brain teasersBrain teasersBrain teasersBrain teasers

After all your intensive work, you now have the opportunity to practise applying your 

knowledge, whether gained in this coursebook or elsewhere. The exercises are typical 

formats for examining language.

Q [52] Please read the following text and then choose the word from the four possible words 

for each gap which fits best.

Business trips – choosing the right accommodation for executivesBusiness trips – choosing the right accommodation for executivesBusiness trips – choosing the right accommodation for executivesBusiness trips – choosing the right accommodation for executives

Many companies have (1) ------ 

hotels or hotel chains which they use regu-

larly for trips inland or abroad. If this is 

the case, the only (2) -------- 

of the person booking the accommodation 

is whether the chosen hotel has enough (3) 

---------- rooms at the 

time they are going to be needed.

If you are starting from scratch, you may have to take various things into (4) ----

--------. If necessary, find out if the hotel has conference rooms available.

If the executive is on a tight (5) ---------- he or she may prefer a hotel 

near the airport or station. Last but not least, find out if the traveller has any (6) ---

------- regarding facilities. After a hard day of meetings, many executives 

like to have a work-out, a swim or a sauna.

For corporate trips away from home, apartments offer an ideal (7) -------- 

to standard hotel accommodation. Apartment complexes, which are to be found in every 

big town, usually offer private, on-site (8) ---------- car parking and 

most have a meetings suite fitted out with photocopiers, flip chards, TV and video 

equipment and overhead projectors.

Apartments not only provide flexibility, comfort, convenience and interdependence for 

larger number of executives travelling and working together, the cost (9) ------ 

of apartments is also something to be considered. Rates tend to be inclusive of all (10) 

---------- and servicing, so there are no surprises in the form of hidden 

extras which sometimes appear on the hotel bills.

Whatever type of accommodation you select for your travelling executives, always fol-

low (11) ---------- recommendations from colleagues or business (12) 

---------- or use a dependable hotel guide.

Taken from: Business English Certificate 3, Higher, Practice Book,
ISOBEL WILLIAMS, pp.26–27
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Do you happen to know people who are always finishing your sentences for you? Or 

those who never finish their own sentences at all, but stop mid-way and let you think the 

rest from the context? Or those who struggle their way through their sentences, wanting 

to express everything as perfectly as possible? Or those who don’t think before they 

speak and blunder their way through the conversation?

In all these cases, the listener not only needs to “look into the speaker’s mind”, i.e. to 

understand what the speaker is trying to say, but also to understand the grammar and 

structure of the language, in order to imagine what the speaker is attempting to express. 

The listener then puts the words into the sentences or thinks the sentences to their close. 

This is exactly what the following exercise requires of you – to see words in the context 

of what is being expressed. 

AAAA BBBB CCCC DDDD

1. favourite related own city

2. trouble concern care thought

3. vacant open occupied engaged

4. matter plan regard account

5. time schedule rhythm flight

6. likes proposals favourites preferences

7. alternative difference substitute opposite

8. safety prolonged secure trustworthy

9. efficiency effectiveness payment price

10. facilities utilities resources machines

11. true known reliable friendly

12. associates executives managers groups
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Q [20] Please choose ONE appropriate word to fill each of the 12 gaps.

The ultimate in self-service shoppingThe ultimate in self-service shoppingThe ultimate in self-service shoppingThe ultimate in self-service shopping

British supermarket chains Sainsbury and 

Safeway say they are satisfied with the 

do-it-yourself checkout system which they 

introduced (1) ----- some of their 

larger stores (2) ----- the end of 

the nineties. The system is the ultimate in 

self-service shopping: the customer sim-

ply passes a laser scanner over each item 

(3) ----- putting it into the trolley. 

The scanner then produces a computerised 

bill.

At present the shopper hands (4) ----- the bill at the checkout for payment; the 

system could be adapted in the (5) ----- to incorporate automatic payment with a 

chip card, thus doing away with the need for a cashier.

Used to rolling up (6) ----- sleeves and getting on with things, it seems that Brit-

ish shoppers have taken to the idea of self-scanning quite happily.

Jürgen Hoffman, the director responsible (7) ----- introducing new technology 

into a middle-sized discount chain in Baden-Württemberg, looked at the self-scanning 

system on a visit to Britain earlier this year. He believes (8) ----- the system 

may be more appropriate for the relatively relaxed atmosphere of spacious UK super-

markets (9) ----- for his smaller-sized shops. According to Hoffmann, the 

German shopper’s attitude is to get the business of shopping for groceries over with as 

quickly (10) ----- possible and that his customers, at least, would not readily 

accept self-catering.

With demographic projections suggesting that the number of people entering the labour 

market in Germany will fall gradually over the next (11) ----- years, super-

markets may not be able to recruit enough staff. Customers (12) ----- simply 

have to accept that they must do more of the work themselves.
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Answer keyAnswer keyAnswer keyAnswer key

Please note that the wording of some of your own answers will not always be exactly the 

same as the model answer. What is important is that the relevant points must be men-

tioned, and that the grammar is correct. However, sometimes, form and phrasing may – 

and will – vary.

Q1__page 6

The correct answer is b). Though it does contain information on the British holiday-

makers and on the house, the opening text of the book largely sets the scene in Italy.

Q2__page 10

1. The correct answer is d):

many private individuals are building their own homes. In the first paragraph, the text 

says that “more and more people all over the country are building their own homes.”

2. The correct answer is c):

private individuals are building and renovating as much property as Wimpey and 

Barrat put together. The text explains in the last sentence in paragraph 2: “At around 

20,000 homes a year… the figure is roughly equal to the two biggest home building 

firms put together.”

3. The correct answer is b):

some people who build their own homes incorporate unique features in the design. 

This is stated in the last sentence of the third paragraph: “…there are those who go 

for an energy-saving ecological project while others go mad with huge open-plan 

rooms, glass walls and sunken baths.” These three features are “unique”.

4. The correct answer is c):

the most reasonably priced land is to be found in Scotland and Ireland. This is 

expressed in the second sentence of the fourth paragraph: “Both Scotland and Eire 

have plenty of land, so the first essential – the building plot – is reasonably priced.”

5. The correct answer is a):

Private builders should accept that things do not always move smoothly. The text 

expresses this thought in the sixth paragraph: “Unforeseen problems always crop 

up …”

6. The correct answer is c):

Money borrowed for private building projects can cost more than other types of 

loans. This is expressed in the following way in the third-last sentence of the final 

paragraph: “Whatever, self-build mortgages can be more expensive since there is 

greater need to monitor progress.”

Q3__page 33

1. himself 2. each other 3. one another 4. yourself 5. herself 6. one another

7. myself 8. myself 9. themselves 10. himself
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Q4__page 6

They are red from too much sun-bathing.

Q5__page 16

When Jim Beam met Jack Daniels recently, he spoke/talked to him about his new busi-

ness venture, telling him that it had got off the ground very well. While Jack listened 

carefully to what Jim was saying, he could not help thinking that his friend Jim tended 

to talk/speak too much. Nevertheless, he was reluctant to interrupt his enthusiastic 

account. During a short break in the flow of the story, Jack took the opportunity to 

remark that he himself had had some good fortune recently. “Tell me about it,” said Jim 

surprisingly. Without waiting for further encouragement, Jack spoke/talked about his 

recent windfall from a distant relative. Though Jim did not interrupt once, but listened 

intently, Jack could not help ending his recount by remarking: “By the way, what I have 

been wanting to point out for a long time now, Jim, you simply talk/speak too much.”

Q6__page 44

1. I need your help: I wonder if you could help me?

2. I would like to help you: I’d be very happy to try.

3. That’s good information: Oh, great.

4. I think that I would like to see whether the restaurant is good: Sounds like it’s worth a 

try.

5. Unfortunately I cannot remember ...: I’m sorry but I can’t remember …

6. I understand/remember now: Got it.

Q7__page 7

They are certainly bright-coloured, possibly predominantly red, the colour used in many 

children’s books to show poisonous mushrooms.

Q8__page 14

1. know – met (Note: “to meet” is not reflexive in English.)

2. find out (find out: to get information by asking or reading)

3. found – discovered (discover: to find sb/sth that was hidden or that you did not 

expect to find.)

4. got to know

Q9__page 28

1. The company is thinking of expanding its business in Italy.

2. The report concerns the projected increase in sales.

3. The doctor is having a look at the X-ray.

4. When I see my sister I am always reminded of my childhood.

5. This jacket does not fit me.
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Q10__page 8

The answer d) is correct. If something comes out of the ears, there is a great abundance 

of it.

Q11__page 57

1. modern buildings 2. energy 3. out of/away from 4. personal 5. too hot

6. air conditioning 7. indoor air quality 8. maintenance 9. (building/furnishing) 

materials 10. (office) cleaning

Q12__page 7

“Safely” does not refer to the road safety, but to the fact that the car is moving away 

from the crowd of people heading towards the beach.

Q13__page 19

Q14__page 34

1. your 2. the 3. hers 4. It 5. the

acceptacceptacceptaccept a billa billa billa bill

warn about non-payment

advise
warn

of definite date of delivery

agree on acceptable conditions

accept
advise
agree
warn

that quality has suffered

accept
advise
agree
warn

that the payment was overdue

advise
warn

the company of possible disadvantages

advise the company of shipping conditions

accept the modifications

accept the quoted price

accept the suggestion that has been made

agree to differ

agree to go ahead

agree with my estimate

accept your conclusion
Answer key
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Q15__page 39

Sentences 1, 3, 6, 7 and 9 are non-defining relative clauses and must therefore have 

commas. All the other sentences contain defining relative clauses.

1. Mr Gordon Blackfoot, whom you met last night, is the prime minister. (additional 

information)

2. The woman you met last night is my current girlfriend.

3. The personal assistant gave the letter to the secretary, who forwarded it. (additional 

information)

4. Somebody who uses this perfume must have been in my house.

5. The man who is best known in Britain is probably Winston Churchill.

6. Richard, whose wife is from Ireland, speaks English extraordinarily well. (addi-

tional information)

7. The secretary of state, to whom the letter was addressed, was away on a visit. (addi-

tional information)

8. The person who works in the open-plan office with me is soon to be promoted.

9. This house, which was built 400 years ago, is under national conservation. (addi-

tional information)

10. The house which is under national conservation is due to be inspected.

Q16__page 7

It says that the tourists are short-tempered and not relaxed.

Q17__page 20

Dear Margret

Many thanks for your suggestion, which will certainly prove of great value. However, 

allow me to make one point: we have to allow for some obstacles, as the envisaged mar-

ket is not yet sophisticated enough to allow us to find ready access there. Added to that, 

it is not certain that the customs authorities would permit entry, as similar goods have 

been confiscated in recent months.

How about our sitting down to discuss the matter, so that we can find a way to enable us 

to follow your suggestion, while taking these points into consideration. Let me know 

when this will suit you.

David

Q18__page 52

1. job application 2. letter of reference 3. letter of complaint 4. request for 

information 5. letter of thanks 6. request for advice 7. explanation 8. letter of 

apology
 
Answer key
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Q19__page 8

He is about to start preparing a small meal.

Q20__page 62

1. into/in/at 2. at 3. when/on/before 4. in/over 5. end/future 6. their

7. for 8. that 9. than 10. as 11. few 12. may/might/will

Notes:

gap 2: the expression is “at the end” with an of-qualifier (e.g. at the end of the nine-

ties/the holiday/the book), but in the end without an “of”-qualifier.

gap 5: Here you find the expression referred to in the note on gap 2.

gap 6: this means to tackle a job with verve or enthusiasm.

gap 7: note the preposition “to be responsible for”.

gap 9: the comparative is used – more appropriate … than.

gap 10: a simile is used: as quickly as possible

gap 11: this is a stock expression, the word “few” having no meaning in itself.

Q21__page 7

“The world is still sucking at your heels” means that the weight and pressure (“suck-

ing”) of everyday life can still be felt.

Q22__page 27

1. John is a bachelor and has been living in Woodstock for most of his life. When you 

visit him in the evening, you are most likely to find that he is drinking a glass of good 

red wine while reading one of the newest prize-winning novels. He certainly is a man 

of taste and is not likely to give up his way of life easily. One thing I must say about 

him is that he is always listening to the excellent collection of music he possesses, 

and would never dream of using earphones. What volume! I remember once broach-

ing the subject and asked him to turn down the volume, and though I believe he had 

every good intention when he said he would, he simply keeps forgetting to do so, if 

you know what I mean.

2. Recently we’ve been hearing a lot about companies that refuse to cooperate with 

their works council. I believe this is short-sighted, but it appears that they are not 

prepared to reconsider their attitude.

3. We have offices in most European capitals and are thinking of opening another in 

Budapest shortly. I believe this will help us to improve our performance in Hungary. 

At the same time, we are trying to do better in Romania and Poland but doubt 

whether this will be possible in the near future.

I confirm that I am spending a couple of weeks in Germany later this year and will be 

able to meet you in Berlin shortly before Christmas. In the meanwhile I am sending 

you our latest report on the situation in Eastern Europe. If you need any further infor-

mation please let me know.
Answer key
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Q23__page 35

1. this 2. those – that 3. that – the one – this 4. this – this 5. these 6. this – these 

ones

Q24__page 7

The answer is c). The village is not inviting and does not appear interesting.

Q25__page 14

1. Earning 2. gain – achieving – earn 3. winning – beat 4. achieve 5. gained

6. earned 7. earned

Q26__page 58

1.

2.

Q27__page 17

1. d) lone: not only single, but also separated or isolated from others of its kind 

2. b) sole: the only one that exists, that acts, that has power or relevance, or that is to be 

or should be considered

3. a) single: not accompanied or supported by, or combined or united with, another

4. c) unique: the only one of its kind in existence

Q28__page 8

As Jim came out of the house, he saw Janet once again getting into the car rashly, with-

out even stopping to retrieve the expensive silk scarf that had slipped off her shoulders 

onto the path. Her agitation was visible.

“You are off again, aren’t you?” he remarked, caught between anger and sorrow, recall-

ing the solitude which he knew always swathed him when she left, even if it was for a 

mere few days. In his mind’s eye, he could see the hairpins, the spectacular views she 

would pass by, and he remembered the crop of breathtakingly designed villas she would 

always comment on as they drove by.

1 C

2 G

3 A

4 E

5 D

6 C

7 A

8 H

9 F

10 G
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Q29__page 26

Q30__page 7

Answer a) is correct.

Q31__page 31

1. Marchant and Michaels have gone bankrupt. If your partner does not know, you had 

better tell him.

2. Are you going to be starting work early tomorrow? – Yes, I am.

3. As soon as I hear about it, I’ll let you know.

4. Is he really turning eighty next week? – No, I don’t think so.

5. My partner was disappointed and I was no less so.

6. Can you manage to see Mr Jones before 4 o’clock.

7. She thought it better to remain seated.

8. Shall I give him my notes? He seems to have misplaced his. – Yes, please.

9. Don’t you remember how to transfer a call? Try again or let me show you.

10. There must be something wrong with this copier. Why didn’t you tell me? – Oh, I 

forgot.

verb formverb formverb formverb form expressesexpressesexpressesexpresses sentencesentencesentencesentence

simple present – a habit
– a fact that is always true, not an 

activity
– a state
– information for timetables and 

schedules

c) The rest of the centre is scheduled 
to open in 2009 and 2010.

h)Now one space plot in the com-
plex costs a minimum of $300 
million. … Naturally, everybody 
who took part in it, including 
myself, feels great satisfaction.

i) The high-level design and grand 
scale of Moskva-City reflects the 
wealth that Russia enjoys from 
oil, natural gas and other 
resources.

j) The energy of cities goes through 
cycles.

present
continuous

– an activity, development or activ-
ity taking place at present time 
only

– a temporary situation
– an activity or situation that is true 

now, but is not necessarily hap-
pening at the moment of speaking

– a planned future arrangement

b)a 21st-century downtown is rising 

e) Russia is very rapidly getting inte-
grated into the outside world,

f) … foreign investors are putting 

up buildings designed by their 
own architects …

g)Frank Williams, a New York 
based architect whose company is 

working with a Russian company.

present perfect – an activity which started in past 
time, but continues to the present 
point in time

a) For centuries, Red Square and the 
Kremlin have been the heart of 
Moscow.

present perfect 

continuous

– an activity that started in the past 
and is continuing now, especially 
for repeated actions or continuous 
actions

d)Capital officials have been work-

ing on the Moskva-City project 
since 1990.
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Q32__page 22

The meeting had been called for the end of the month to discuss how best to monitor 

progress of the project, set up to review quality control. However, due to there being a 

delay in the project’s second phase, the meeting had been postponed for a week. This 

fact gave John time to check the relevant information, see whether the project as such 

was under control, and consider whether an extension of the project would be neces-

sary. The postponement of the meeting was the ideal opportunity to do so.

Before the meeting, which, once again, was delayed by two hours, due to Mac’s flight 

being cancelled and his having to come by train instead, John was able to double-check 

that another monitor, which would be needed for his video presentation, was available.

The meeting finally got under way at 11 a.m. Karl-Heinz, true to character, sauntered in 

at 11.22, and John had to maintain his self-control and not make that sarcastic remark 

which was on the tip of his tongue.

During the course of the meeting, Pedro asked whether a cancellation of the project was 

not the best course to take. This led to a heated discussion, but John duly showed that he 

was in control of the situation by making it quite clear that, at best, extending the times-

cale of the project would be considered to include any unforeseeable obstacles which 

were beyond the control of those involved. He explained that while costs needed to be 

controlled, or more specifically, held in check, and external controls installed, this 

project was of vital significance for the company.

Q33__page 7

The correct answer is c). While the cars might be status symbols, it is exaggerated to say 

that this is their one and only (sole) purpose.

Q34__page 37

1. Which one will you send me? – I’ll send you the big one.

2. What is his name? – His name is Joey.

3. Which name is his? – His name is Joey.

4. Who does your sister know? – My sister knows Mrs Knowall.

5. Whose is that box? / Whose box is that? – That box is my husband’s. 

6. What made you/me laugh? – His joke made me laugh.

7. Who did he buy some newspapers for? – He bought some newspapers for his col-

league.

8. Which university does Mary go to? – Mary goes to London University.

9. Who did we hear it from? – We heard it from the postman.

10. What is this robot used for? – This robot is used for drilling holes.

11. Which applications can be shortlisted? – These five applications can be shortlisted.

12. Who called about the offer? – Curtiss and Reynolds called about the offer.

13. How did you find the presentation? – I found the presentation very interesting.

14. Which application is the best? – This application is the best.

15. What did they take you for? – They took me for a representative.
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Q35__page 29

1. They – them 2. them 3. We 4. us 5. They

Q36__page 7

The repetition emphasises that the position is the only really important consideration, 

and to highlight this, it is capitalised (as it might be in advertising, too).

Q37__page 43

a) 1. ferry 2. train 3. bus 4. taxi 5. plane 6. taxi 7. plane 8. car

9. underground

b) 1. f) 2. d) 3. g) 4. b) 5. c) 6. i) 7. e) 8. a) 9. h)

Note: for practice, please speak the following text aloud.

1. On the ferry: Do you think the crossing will be rough? – Well, the forecast is good, 

so it should be pretty smooth.

2. On the train: Excuse me, I think those seats facing the front are ours. – Oh, I’m 

sorry. We didn’t know they were reserved.

3. On the bus: We’re going to Lambsbeth Street. Could you tell us when it’s our 

stop? – Just sit near the front and I’ll call it out.

4. To the taxi driver: Can you take us to this address? – Of course. Hop in!

5. At the check-in counter: Can I take these bags with me? – I’m sorry. Only one item 

of hand luggage per passenger.

6. To the taxi driver: That’s all right. You can keep the change. – Thanks a lot. Do 

you want a hand with those bags?

7. In the plane: Excuse me, will we be landing on time? – Yes. We’re beginning our 

descent soon.

8. In the car: No, no! He said turn right at the lights, not left! – Look! You drive and 

I’ll give the directions from now on! Right?

9. In the underground: How do I get to Oxford Circus? – Take the Piccadilly Line, 

eastbound, and change at Green Park.

Q38__page 35

1. John sometimes borrows CDs of mine.

2. Jayne is going to show me some photographs of hers.

3. They have gone out with colleagues of theirs.

4. Your friend is a friend of mine.

5. May I introduce you to an old school friend of mine?

Q39__page 8

That it is warm and dry (no clouds) – and that one can see the sky without the skyline 

being disturbed by high-rise buildings.
Answer key
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Q40__page 12

root verbroot verbroot verbroot verb nounnounnounnoun noun (person)noun (person)noun (person)noun (person) adjectiveadjectiveadjectiveadjective

act action actor; actress (in)active

affect affection – affective

appreciate appreciation – (un)appreciative

argue argument – argumentative

attend attention – (in)attentive

attract attraction – (un)attractive

collect collection collector collective

communicate communication communicator (un)communicative

compare comparison – comparative

compete competition competitor competitive

conclude conclusion – (in)conclusive

conserve conservation – conservative

construct construction constructor constructive

co-operate co-operation – (un)co-operative

decide decision – (in)decisive

defend defence defender defensive

describe description – descriptive

effect effect – (in)effective

expand expansion – expansive

explode explosion – explosive

express expression – expressive

extend extension; extent – extensive

imagine imagination – (un)imaginative

imitiate imitation imitator imitative

impress impression – (un)impressive

include inclusion – inclusive

instruct instruction instructor (un)instructive

invent invention inventor inventive

object objection; objectivity objector objective

offend offence offender (in)offensive

operate operation operator (in)operative

permit permission – permissive

possess possession possessor possessive
 
Answer key
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Q41__page 40

1. She went to buy what she needed for the party.

2. He is always in a rush, which is a pity.

3. People who live in glass houses should not throw stones.

4. Jim spoke to the CEO himself, who had just arrived from Beijing.

5. This is the friendliest reception which has ever been experienced here.

6. My present personal assistant, who you know quite well, is seriously ill.

7. James, to whom I was talking, is a personal friend of my in-laws.

8. Cyril is one of the men Derrick is doing this project with.

9. Today is one of the happiest days I’ve ever experienced.

10. He mentioned something I did not hear.

11. Mary, whom I had not heard from for ages, called me last night.

12. He was sure that what he had heard was the truth.

13. His plane arrived late, which was a bad thing.

14. In the small village there was nobody whom I could confide in.

15. We were amazed at what he suggested.

Note the commas in sentences 2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13.

Note, too, the contact clauses in sentences 8, 9, 10.

Q42__page 15

1. enjoys – would rather 2. Would/Do – mind 3. prefer – would like 4. would – 

like – would like to – mind – matter 5. prefer – enjoy – mind – would rather – matters

The rules: enjoy + gerund (enjoy shopping) or + noun (e.g. enjoy food)

mind + gerund (mind keeping an eye on) or intransitive (I don’t mind)

prefer + to-infinitive (prefer to eat) or gerund (prefer shopping)

would rather + infinitive (would rather shop/do)

prevent prevention – preventitive

produce produce; production producer (un)productive

protect protection protector protective

receive reception; receipt receiver (un)receptive

reflect reflection; reflector – reflective

represent representation representative (un)representative

reproduce reproduction – reproductive

select selection selector selective

sense sensation; sensor – (in)sensitive; 
sensational

spend expense; spendings spender (in)expensive

root verbroot verbroot verbroot verb nounnounnounnoun noun (person)noun (person)noun (person)noun (person) adjectiveadjectiveadjectiveadjective
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Q43__page 51

The Tourist Information Office

22 Princess Street

Edinburgh ED5 3PG

SCOTLAND

Ms P.Richardson

78 Green Lane

Oldham OL8 3BA

Lancashire 30 June 2…

Your Enquiry of 25 June 2… (optional)

Dear Ms Richardson,

Thank you very much for your enquiry about holiday cottages in Scotland.

We are sending you out latest brochure under separate cover and would like to point out 

that all prices are valid until 30 September 2… . All bookings can be made through us.

We hope you will find something to suit your needs and look forward to receiving your 

booking form.

Yours sincerely,

Anne McLaverty

Tourist Officer

Encl.: (optional)

Q44__page 42

1. Neither 2. anything – any 3. any – any – some/a little 4. some/a lot of – any

5. any – some 6. both – Each 7. a lot of – many 8. Few – little 9. anyone/

everyone 10. Few 11. nothing – nobody 12. every – Each – each – everywhere – 

All/Each

Q45__page 13

“Considering the decisions that need to be taken, it is essential that we take quick 

action, so that the effect is as advantageous as possible. Great attention must be paid to 

detail, for at all costs we should avoid creating the impression of not having sufficient 

objectivity. At the same time, we should remain sensitive to the issue, and ensure that 

production remains optimal to encourage ready reception on the part of the staff. This 

would pave the way for impressive figures for the future.”
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Q46__page 46

1. A:A:A:A: I think we’re lost. Let’s look at the map.

B:B:B:B: Uh-oh.

A:A:A:A: What do you mean “uh-oh”? You didn’t forget to bring the map, did you?

B:B:B:B: Sorry.

A:A:A:A: You didn’t think we’d be able to find our way back to the camp site without a map, 

did you?

B:B:B:B: Well, you could have reminded me to take one, couldn’t you?

A:A:A:A: There’s no point in putting the blame on me now. We’ll just have to ask a police 

officer, won’t we?

B:B:B:B: There aren’t many police officers on this mountain.

2. A:A:A:A: You broke that vase, didn’t you?

B:B:B:B: Yes, I did. I dropped it. Sorry!

A:A:A:A: Well, you’ll just have to replace it, won’t you?

B:B:B:B: Yes, I suppose I will. How much did it cost?

A:A:A:A: $300.

B:B:B:B: $300?! It wasn’t that much, was it?

A:A:A:A: Yes, it was.

3. A:A:A:A: Have you transferred the money yet?

B:B:B:B: No, you did, didn’t you?

A:A:A:A: No, I haven’t paid it. I thought you had.

B:B:B:B: Me? But you always pay, don’t you?

A:A:A:A: No, I don’t. So you’d better get it done, hadn’t you?

B:B:B:B: Well, I have no option, do I?

Q47__page 7

This is probably because the contents are so trivial – he is “a ghostwriter to the stars”.

Q48__page 45

(Once again, please read this conversation aloud for practice)

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: I’m going shopping. Do we need anything?

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: I don’t think so… Oh, hang on. We haven’t got any sugar.

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: It’s OK. It’s on my list. I’m going to buy some.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: What about bread?

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: Good idea! I’ll get a loaf.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: Erm, what time will you be back?

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: I don’t know. I might stop at Will’s. It depends on how long the shopping 

takes.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: Don’t forget we’ve been invited to Mary and John this afternoon.

Martin:Martin:Martin:Martin: Don’t worry. I won’t forget. I’ll be back before then.

Joanna:Joanna:Joanna:Joanna: OK.
Answer key
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Q49__page 53

This letter serves as an example only. When comparing your letter, try to ensure that 

your grammar is correct, that you avoid informal or colloquial vocabulary and do not 

use contracted forms. Also be sure to include all the points in the notes. 

124 Knight’s Avenue

Manchester CU5 6ON

Mr Matt Damon

Webcommunications

Killarney Park

Galbrailth 25 March 2…

Dear Mr Damon,

The position of post as personal assistant as advertised in “Ireland Today” of Saturday, 

23rd March is of great interest to me.

I am employed as a personal assistant at a small software company in Manchester. My 

work is mainly concerned with organising the office, making appointments for my 

employer, and ensuring that he keeps them, dealing with correspondence and the office 

finances, and generally keeping the business running smoothly. As my boss is fre-

quently away on business trips, I need to make any necessary decisions, which often can 

have an immediate effect on the business.

I believe that I am a friendly person, and have a good sense of humour, which I find 

necessary to keep the work relations running smoothly in the hectic daily routine. This, 

and my sense of tact, also contribute to maintaining good relations with our clients.

My word processing skills are excellent, I believe, and I work with the latest versions of 

Word, Excel, Powerpoint.

I am single with no family commitments and would welcome the opportunity to travel 

internationally. I have been happy in my present position, but feel that it is now time to 

broaden my horizons and find a post that is more challenging and will offer me the 

opportunity to develop my skills further.

I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully,

Andi McToweller

Andi McToweller

Q50__page 56

1. best preserved 2. cathedrals 3. battles 4. Transport Museum 5. (cheap) family 

treat 6. boating lake 7. as big as 8. snake house 9. art gallery 10. theme park
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Q51__page 39

1. Mr Brown, whom I went to the meeting with, is the CEO. 

2. He did not answer my e-mail, which made me rather impatient.

3. My car, which I’ve had for seven years now, does 140 kmh. 

4. My secretary found the file I was looking for.

5. Is that the boss whose son won the “Young Scientist” prize?

6. This is the town I was born in.

7. This is the cathedral which was destroyed during the war.

8. In the college there were 500 students, most of whom were from outside the country.

9. The article, which Dr von Humboldtstein wrote in “New Insights”, was interesting. 

10. He wrote a lot of articles, some of which were translated into Finnish.

Q52__page 60

The answers are:

1. A favourite: if many companies had their own or city hotels, they would always 

use them (and not only regularly); 

2. B concern: “concern” here means “important thing”; 

3. A vacant: if a hotel room has not been reserved, and is therefore not occupied, it is 

“vacant”;

4. D account: the expression is “take sth. into account”;

5. B schedule: “to be on a tight schedule” means to have very many appointments 

with little time to spare;

6. D preferences: as the hotels already have given facilities, they cannot be “pro-

posed” by the executive;

7. A alternative: a thing that you choose to have out of two or more possibilities;

8. C secure: “secure” means safe;

9. B efficiency: cost efficiency means saving costs; 

10. A facilities: all comfort provided;

11. C reliable: “reliable” means something that can be depended on;

12. A associates: “associates” means partners. 
Answer key
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Listening scriptsListening scriptsListening scriptsListening scripts

You will hear part of a radio programme in which the presenter is talking about the 

attractions of an area. For questions 1–10, fill in the missing information.

Presenter:Presenter:Presenter:Presenter: … and now we come to our regular “See the Country” feature. Today we’re 

looking at the northern region of the country and what it has to offer whether as a visitor 

or if you live there and fancy a day out.

Well, the best-known town is certainly Hewlett. While it has a host of fascinating old 

buildings, its main attraction is of course the castle, which is over 800 years old and 

widely considered to be the best-preserved in the country. It is a splendid building, set in 

beautiful gardens, and there are reduced admission charges for groups.

If you want to see one of the finest cathedrals in the country, Shrewsbury is the place for 

you to visit. Guided tours are available there, on which you can learn all about the fasci-

nating history of the place, but if you prefer to just wander around this magnificent 

building on your own, or attend a service, you can do so.

Another place offering guided tours is Trackstone, where the castle ruins are well worth 

a visit. These, too, have a fascinating history, and you can hear all about the battles that 

took place there hundreds of years ago.

Children and parents alike will thoroughly enjoy the Transport Museum in Rockfield. 

There you can see some of the oldest cars, bikes and buses in the world – some of them 

look quite incredible to us today! Children get in for half-price, so it’s not only a good 

day out for all the family, but an inexpensive one, too.

Another place that gives good value for money for families is the zoo at Brewsbury. 

The cheap family ticket offered there gives you the chance to take the kids to see the 

elephant and all the rest without spending a fortune.

You can also get a cheap family ticket at the boating lake in Seafield. It covers an enor-

mous area and is in very picturesque countryside, so if you fancy a pleasant, lazy after-

noon on the water, this is the place for you.

If you’ve never been to the castle at Slone, it’s well worth a visit. Although smaller than 

the one at Hewlett, it’s very impressive and, as there, groups get in cheaper. It’s easy to 

find, too – it’s right on top of a hill above the town and you can’t miss it.

There are special group rates at Loxton Zoo. Also, it’s not as big as the one at Buckton, 

but it has some rare breeds, and its Snake House is particularly popular.

If art is to your taste, the place for you is Courtley, whose gallery has a worldwide repu-

tation. If you wish, you can take guided tours there, where art experts and historians will 

draw your attention to some of the more interesting and famous exhibits and give you 

information that will help you to appreciate what you see.

Finally, the theme park at Troxley is particularly good value for families. Children are 

half-price and there is lots for them to do there, including some of the most exciting 

rides to be found anywhere.

If you would like our information sheet on all these places, please mail us at …
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You will hear about Sick Building Syndrome, which is ill health that is believed to be 

caused by buildings. Please answer questions 1–10 by completing the sentences.

Have you ever gone back to work after a break or a holiday and been suddenly hit by a 

complete lack of energy? And you wonder whether it’s simply because you’re not 

relaxing any more but you think that perhaps it’s something else, something to do with 

your environment? Well, you could be right. In 1982, the World Health Organization 

defined Sick Building Syndrome as “a syndrome of complaints covering non-specific 

feelings of ill health, the onset of which is associated with the occupancy of certain 

modern buildings”. To those suffering from it, it means feelings of lack of energy, 

headaches, dry skin, even itchy eyes. And while the general view might be that there’s 

a chance of getting sick if you work in a factory and that you wouldn’t expect to feel 

unwell when you go to work in offices, this is not true. The office, it seems, is not the 

safe and healthy environment it is traditionally thought to be.

Surveys among office workers have revealed that large numbers of them in the same 

building can be affected by the symptoms. Some are affected only from time to time, 

and others all week, but a common finding was that sufferers were mainly affected at 

the beginning of the week and when they’d been out of the building for some time. 

And the symptoms disappeared quite quickly when they left work. However, the prob-

lem is often a hidden one because many people don’t associate the problems with their 

environment; they think it’s probably something about them themselves. And they 

often say nothing about it because if they do so they might be accused of being com-

plainers. It has been suggested that the problems could arise for reasons as simple as 

that the central heating is too high. But it is a mistake to look for simple explanations 

of what is a complex matter. It could be just that the heating is up too high but this does 

not explain the range of symptoms that sufferers in the same building can have or the 

fact that these occur in buildings with similar characteristics. It is not possible to gener-

alise about which features of a building cause the problems. A lack of windows that 

open and of natural light may well play a part but there is no proof that these are the 

main causes.

However, there are certain types of building that are more prone to Sick Building 

Syndrome than others. Air-conditioned buildings are more likely to produce the 

symptoms than naturally ventilated ones and buildings that have large amounts of new 

materials, for example plastics and new carpets, are more likely to produce them, too. 

Experts now think that the most important aspect is the indoor air quality, what kind 

of air you are breathing, what kind of air is in contact with your skin. There’s a range 

of pollutants in buildings, from dust to carbon dioxide to the very many organic 

compounds which can become gases and be released from office materials and fur-

nishings.

These, therefore, are the two aspects that experts are looking at in an attempt to address 

the problem. There is no reason why air-conditioning systems shouldn’t be operated in a 

safe and healthy way but the fact is that they are often not sufficiently well-maintained 

and sometimes that’s because they haven’t been designed with this in mind. And with 

regard to the building and furnishing materials that are used to put a building together, 

there are now a range of materials on the market which produce less pollution.

Script for passage 2
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There’s one other aspect, too. In older buildings, research has shown that one of the big 

problems is office cleaning. Experiments have been done where offices have been 

cleaned and the symptoms of sufferers have been reduced almost overnight by up to 

40%.

So, although the problem is not going to go away quickly, there are now the means to 

address the problem and more knowledge of it than there was when the World Health 

Organization first started looking into it.

You will hear extracts of five different people talking about a town.

TASK ONE

Letters A–H list different people. As you listen, put them in the order in which you hear 

them by completing the boxes numbered 1–5 with the appropriate letter.

TASK TWO

Letters A–H list the different topics mentioned by the people speaking in the five extracts. 

As you listen, put them in the order in which you hear them by completing the boxes 

numbered 6–10 with the appropriate letter.

Voice 1:Voice 1:Voice 1:Voice 1: What makes my job more difficult is that they keep asking me where such and 

such a shop or hotel or street is. I mean, all I’m concerned with is that they pay the 

correct fare or show me a valid card, and anyway I don’t know where half the places 

they ask me about are. It’s not so bad when there aren’t many of them but these days we 

have loads here, so all these questions hold me up quite a bit and of course that holds up 

all the people behind me.

Voice 2:Voice 2:Voice 2:Voice 2: I love it here because it’s so easy to get around. I mean, I’m not earning so I 

can’t afford to get a car, which means that I rely on the buses. It’s great, because if I get 

fed up with being on the campus all the time with my head stuck in a book, I can just 

pop out and easily get anywhere, either into the town or to some of the villages just 

outside it. It’s nice to be able to get into the countryside so easily and forget all about 

lectures for a while.

Voice 3:Voice 3:Voice 3:Voice 3: I came here a couple of years ago to set up this business and I certainly haven’t 

regretted it. The place is growing all the time and the population’s getting younger, 

which hasn’t done me any harm, because a lot of them are keen on sports. Trade has 

been good in here ever since I opened up. Racquets and track suits are particularly pop-

ular and I have to make sure I keep up with demand.

Voice 4:Voice 4:Voice 4:Voice 4: Obviously I’m pleased, as is my party, with the town’s progress and prosperity 

but we can’t just sit back and be complacent. We’ve got to think about the longer term 

and take steps now to avoid problems in the future. The main one I foresee is conges-

tion. We need to widen the roads we’ve got and build new ones, especially to take the 

pressure off the centre. Otherwise the whole place will grind to a standstill in a few 

years’ time.
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Voice 5:Voice 5:Voice 5:Voice 5: I don’t get much chance to get any shopping done during the week but some-

times I do pop out during my lunch break. The good thing about this town is that you 

can get more or less anything you want in a small area. The new pedestrian-only place is 

especially good – there are all sorts of stores there – and I go there sometimes just to get 

a break from the staff room and all that marking I have to do.
Answer key
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